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HIGHLIGHTS
• This review discusses wildfire and anthropogenic emission from biomass burning in China.
• Field observations and laboratory studies on public health and climate impacts of biomass burning
• Atmospheric process of biomass burning plumes and their transport
• Proposed research priorities and insights about biomass burning in China

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Open field biomass burning causes severe air pollution, public health risk and potential climate impact. a) Photo taken in Changzhou rural area on June 10, 2015; b) Photo taken in Hebei rural area on October 23, 2013; c) A traditional indoor burner in rural area in China; d) Tar ball emitted from biomass burning.

ABSTRACT

Biomass burning (BB) is a significant air pollution source, with global, regional and local impacts on air quality, public health and climate. Worldwide an extensive range of studies has been conducted on almost all the aspects of BB, including its specific types, on quantification of emissions and on assessing its various impacts. China is one of the countries where the significance of BB has been recognized, and a lot of research efforts devoted to investigate it, however, so far no systematic reviews were conducted to synthesize the information which has been...
1. Introduction

Traditionally, Chinese families used to collect and store the biomass of crop residues, weeds, branches and leaves as irreplaceable fuel for cooking or heating, and there are still some rural areas where this practice continues (Fig. 1a, b). Usually, this does not produce distinct air pollution events as the BB emissions are similar through the year. Recently, due to rapid economic growth and urbanization in China, crop residues have been often field burnt post harvests in a couple of days to prepare for planting the next season’s crops (Fig. 1c, d). Rice, wheat and corn straws are the top three crop residues in China, which make up 75% of total straw productions. Usually, there are three concentrated periods of BB: i) rice/wheat straw field burning from South to North of China, which is called summer harvest season (some reports call this spring harvest) in the late of May to the end of June; ii) crop residue burning in October, mainly corn residue burning in North China, and second
season rice straw burning in South China; iii) heating in winter in North China. This seasonality in BB was observed by Cheng et al. (2014a). They monitored air pollution in five cities (Shanghai, Hangzhou, Ningbo, Suzhou and Nanjing) of the Yangtze River delta (YRD), and found a ten days heavy haze episode with visibility of 2.9–9.8 km from 28 May to 6 June 2011. The average and maximum daily PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations during the episode were 82 and 144 μg/m$^3$, respectively. Estimation based on observation data and Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) model simulation indicated that biomass open burning contributed 37% of ambient PM$_{2.5}$ in the harvest period in YRD (Cheng et al., 2014a). An on-line study on water-soluble potassium ion (K$^+$) in PM$_{10}$ and trace gaseous pollutants revealed that BB had a significant impact on Shanghai air quality from 22 May to 30 June during the summer harvest time of 2009 (Li et al., 2010a). The average K$^+$ concentration (3.96 μg/m$^3$) of severely polluted days within 2.0–8.5 μg/m$^3$ was more than 24 times that of clear days, in the range of 0.0–0.3 μg/m$^3$ (Li et al., 2010a). Three-year on-line measurements of PM$_{2.5}$ chemical compositions have shown that PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration could increase because of BB to a high level with an average of 134 μg/m$^3$, being three times higher than that of clear days from 2011 to 2013 in Shanghai (Wang et al., 2015a).

BB has played a noticeable role in unexpected severe haze episodes that overlapped with the primary and secondary pollutants derived from engine exhausts and coal combustion. Huang et al. (2014) investigated the chemical components and sources of PM$_{2.5}$ in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an upon a severe and persistent haze pollution, which affected 1.3 million km$^2$ and 800 million people in January 2013. The calculated contributions of fossil origin secondary organic aerosol (SOA) to the total organic aerosol (OA) mass were 1.1–2.4 times larger for high pollution events than for clear or less polluted days, highlighting the importance of fossil-derived SOA, or fossil SOA, to particulate pollution. Fossil SOA accounts for 25–40% of OA mass or 45–65% of SOA mass in Shanghai and Beijing, consistent with the large emissions of SOA precursors from high traffic flow and/or large coal usage for domestic heating/cooking at these locations. The fossil SOA fraction decreases to 10–20% of OA mass in Guangzhou and Xi’an, with the non-fossil SOA fraction increasing to 30–60% of the OA mass or 65–85% of the SOA mass, mostly due to the enhanced BB activities (Huang et al., 2014).

Agricultural residues burning calls for close attention in China as it emits significant amounts of greenhouse gases such as CO$_2$, CO and hydrocarbons, other gaseous pollutants such as SO$_2$ and NO$_x$, and smoke particles carrying carcinogenic substances with a wide size distribution (Li et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008a; Zhang et al., 2011a; Li et al., 2016a; Sun et al., 2016a). A significant amount of toluene, isoprene, and propene (active volatile organic components (VOCs) and O$_3$ precursors (Mellouki et al., 2015)), have been detected with high total ozone formation potential (OFP) values from BB observation at a rural site in Northern China during summer 2013 (Zhu et al., 2016b). The spatial–temporal variation of BB in June from 2005 to 2012 has revealed that the wheat harvest season in the North China has a significant influence on the regional aerosol optical depth (AOD) and the chemical compositions of size-segregated aerosols (Wang et al., 2015b). Under high relative humidity and south winds, emissions from straw burning combined with high urban/industrial emissions to produce intensive regional haze pollution in the North Plain. The formation of secondary inorganic particles was intensified due to the interactions of smoke plumes of BB and urban/industrial pollutants in an urban environment (Wang et al., 2015b).

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are typical carcinogenic substances. As a respiratory exposure health care, laboratory studies are conducted to determine PAHs emissions from the burning of rice, wheat, and corn straws in China (Zhang et al., 2011a). PAHs in both particulate and gaseous phases were simultaneously collected and analyzed. It shows that PAHs emission factors of rice, wheat, and corn straws were 5.26, 1.37, and 1.74 mg/kg, respectively. The total PAHs emissions from the burning of three agricultural crop residues in China were estimated to be 1.09 Gg for the year 2004 (Zhang et al.,...
However, there are only a handful of reports on the impact of BB on health in China (Zhang et al., 2011a; Lin et al., 2015a).

BB is of global concern, particularly in recent years due to its link to climate changes. BB emits significant amounts of short-living global warming substances (Gustafsson et al., 2009; Ramana et al., 2010; Lack et al., 2012; Victor et al., 2015) such as black carbon, and also significantly contributes to ozone formation by photochemical reactions among its precursor VOCs and NOX. An excellent review has covered optical properties of smoke particles relative to radiative forcing (Reid et al., 2005a). It included available data from published sensitivity studies, field campaigns, and inversions from the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) of Sun photometer sites (Reid et al., 2005a). So far, there has been less work conducted on this aspect in China.

Here, we include advances on BB emissions and their impacts on air quality, public health and climate in China. This may be helpful to assess the regional emissions of BB and its connection and role on a global scope.

2. Monitoring of biomass burning

2.1. Field observations

Field observation is a practical way to characterize properties and dynamic changes of BB pollutants (Reid et al., 2005a, b). Outdoor studies concerning BB try (i) to depict the contribution of smoke plumes to regional or global reactive trace gases, PM2.5, and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations lifting via transportation (Du et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013; Zauscher et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2015; Bougiatioti et al., 2016), (ii) to elucidate the role of smoke aerosol in triggering haze and new particle formation (NPF) (Ding et al., 2013a; Wang et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016b), (iii) to figure out the relationship between smoke aerosol emissions and social welfare loss (e.g., air quality deterioration in visibility decrease, public health hazard, etc.) (Lai and Sequeira, 2001; Fullerton et al., 2008; Belling et al., 2009; Saffari et al., 2013), (iv) to explain the mechanism of smoke particles aging and internal mixing with ambient aerosols (Capes et al., 2008; Jolleys et al., 2012; Zauscher et al., 2013), and (v) to describe the influence of smoke particle emission and aging on the physiochemical property changes of ambient aerosols (e.g., chemical compositions, redox activity, morphology, light scattering-absorption, hygroscopicity, etc.) and also the influence on the atmospheric chemical process (e.g., diurnal O3 formation, nocturnal chloride and NOX chemistry, HONO chemistry, etc.) (Cape et al., 2011; Jaffe and Wigder, 2012; Saffari et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Nie et al., 2015; Bougiatioti et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2016). Field observations have a definite advantage over laboratory study, as the investigations are conducted on-site close to the actual burning (Li et al., 2007; Ding et al., 2013a, 2013b; Brito et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014). However, some unfavorable factors such as variable environmental conditions, random burning process, inevitable chemical contaminations and ultra-low concentration of target components due to atmospheric dilution also add the challenges to the practical work, and the deviations between field research and laboratory study were also reported (Dharmapala et al., 2007; Mohr et al., 2009; Aurell et al., 2015; Carrico et al., 2016). Actually, results from field investigation incorporated with laboratory studies and numerical simulations would supply more precise and thorough results (Huang et al., 2012a; Caliprieta et al., 2016; Huo et al., 2016; Pokhrel et al., 2016).

Field fire can be classified as agricultural open burning, forest and basin fire in term of burning activity, scales, and fuel issues (e.g., straw stack burning, residue field burning, grassland fire, forest fire, biofuel waste open burning) (Li et al., 2003, 2007; Martins et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2012b; Da Rocha et al., 2005). In China, in-situ fire studies have mainly focused on the agricultural straw burning, and field observations monitor and discriminate pollutants from BB via the methods including but not limited to instrumental on-line measurements and offline analysis of PM and gas samples (Du et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2011; Ding et al., 2013a; Huang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015a; Yao et al., 2016a). Chemical markers or signals (e.g., potassium, levoglucose, mannosan, galactosan, and some non-methane VOCs), diagnostic ratios (e.g., K+/EC, OC/EC, char-EC/soot-EC, ratios of PAHs and some gaseous species), and specific target particles (e.g., soot, tar ball, crystal KCl particles) are commonly used to trace BB in the field and help make source apportionment of BB emissions (Guo et al., 2004; Bo et al., 2008; Han et al., 2009; Li and Shao, 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2012; Saffari et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016a). BB as a potential source of ambient primary and secondary carbonaceous aerosol has been widely reported, and BB events have also been found to be highly correlated with heavy pollution events like haze, fog, NPF, and photochemical smog (Kaul et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011b; Wang et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016a).

By a synergy of ground-based monitoring and satellite-lidar observation, three typical haze types in Shanghai are identified as the secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA) pollution, dust, and BB (Du et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012d). Even in the dust haze (dust storm) episode, soot and tar ball internally mixing with K-rich particles are encountered frequently, and heterogeneous reactions occur to convert Cl− into SO2+ and NO3 during smoke plume transportation, while BB emissions also facilitate solubility of iron in dust (Fu et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2014). Field studies in multi-cities over China suggest that severe haze episodes are driven to a large extent, by secondary organic and inorganic aerosols (SIA and SOA are of similar importance). BB primary emissions contributed 5−20% of PM2.5 mass generally during haze episodes, while VOCs and SO2−NOX−NH3 from BB may present even more contribution to SOA and SIA (Streets et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2014). Apart from elevating aerosol mass concentration, BB plume suppresses nucleation mode and CCN activity of ambient particles, while increases field AOD and absorption angstrom exponent (AAE) in mixing and transportation process (Agus et al., 2008; Nowak et al., 2010; He et al., 2015).

2.2. Satellite remote sensing

The ground-based instruments are very useful for continuous measurements of local and regional properties of atmospheric aerosols, which play an important role in the estimation of BB aerosol’s impact on the Earth’s radiation budget and, hence, local and regional climate (e.g. Badarinath et al., 2009; Mielonen et al., 2013). However, for the global monitoring of the BB aerosol properties, in general, and fire spots, emissions, concentrations, distribution, vertical profiles and long-range transport, in particular, multiple satellite sensors such as MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer), MISR (Multi-Angle Imaging Spectroradiometer), CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation), OMI (Ozone Monitoring Instrument), MOPITT (Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere) and AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder), among others are commonly used. These sensors help in studying the BB aerosols by retrieving various products of aerosol optical and physical properties, precursors and trace gases, vertical profiles, fire count, Fire Radiative Power (FRP), smoke-plume characteristics and long-range transport and mapping of the burned areas (e.g. Guan et al., 2010; Kaskaoutis et al., 2011; Witte et al., 2011; Giglio et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2011, 2013; Mielonen et al., 2013; Qin et al., 2014; Kumar et al., 2015; Vadrevu et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2016a). The satellite monitoring over the vulnerable regions of the Earth for any kind of burning (i.e. tropical wildfires, boreal forest fires, peat fires, agricultural burning, waste-material burning, biofuel burning, etc.) gives important information about the number of fire count (FC), location of fires, smoke-plume distribution and its injection height, which are the key factors for local/regional meteorology and climate, as well as for ecosystems, socio-economic and human health-related issues (Barnaba et al., 2011; Hodnebro et al., 2012; Kaskaoutis et al., 2012, 2014; Chakrabarty et al., 2016).

The MODIS on-board the Terra (known as EOS AM-1) and Aqua (known as EOS PM-1) satellites is a key instrument for identification
of the BB activities over the globe. The MODIS (Terra + Aqua) retrievals provide daily global AOD, fine mode fraction (FMF) and Ångström exponent (AE) over land (0.47, 0.55 and 0.66 μm) and Ocean (0.47, 0.55, 0.65, 0.86, 1.20, 1.60 and 2.10 μm). Based on the relationship between AOD vs FMF and AOD vs AE, several researchers have investigated the aerosol types such as urban/industrial, BB, dust, urban mixed one, etc. (Kaskaoutis et al., 2012; Pathak et al., 2012; Levy et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2016a). Furthermore, the MODIS global monthly fire location product (MCD14ML; spatial resolution 1 × 1 km) is available from the University of Maryland website (ftp://fuoco.geog.umd.edu), and contains the information about the geographical location of fires and their intensity (Giglio, 2010). The fire-detection algorithm (Giglio et al., 2003) uses the variation in the brightness temperatures obtained from the MODIS measurements of 4 and 11 μm channels (Matson and Dozier, 1981; Dozier, 1981) in order to detect the fire locations over the globe. The fire detection strategy is based on the absolute detection in the cases when fire strength is sufficiently high and on the detection relative to the background thermal emissions of the surrounding pixels (Justice et al., 2002). This algorithm examines each pixel of the MODIS swath and assigns them into the following classes: i) missing data, ii) cloud, iii) water, iv) non-fire, v) fire and vi) unknown. MODIS provides data for fire location, fire count detection confidence and FRP. Further details about the data description and validation are presented in the literature (Giglio, 2010; Giglio et al., 2013; Justice et al., 2006). In the present study, we have used the FC retrievals from Terra-MODIS during January 2001–December 2015 and analyzed their seasonal spatial distribution over south, southeast and east Asia (Fig. 2) with 80% confidence level. Furthermore, the seasonal mean MODIS AOD₅₅₀ spatial distributions from Terra (MOD08_D03.006) and Aqua (MYD03_D3.006) are examined over the same area in order to reveal the influence of BB on seasonal variability of AOD₅₅₀ (Fig. 3).

As shown in Fig. 2, the fire counts cover nearly the whole South and Southeast Asian region in winter and spring due to extensive forest fires during the dry seasons. During the summer monsoon, the fire counts are much less over India and Indochina due to extensive rainfall, while they significantly increase over Siberia due to the seasonal forest and peat fires. Over eastern part of China, the fire counts are really large, especially in winter and spring. Arid regions like Tibetan Plateau, central and western China exhibit very fewer fire counts as shown in Fig. 3 (Huang et al., 2012b). The seasonal-mean spatial distributions of AOD₅₅₀ from Terra and Aqua MODIS retrievals exhibit great similarities for each month, with the highest AODs in winter to be detected over the densely-populated regions of Indo-Gangetic Plains (IGP), central and eastern parts of China. The large anthropogenic emissions from the highly urbanized and industrialized centers over this region contribute to the high AODs, which are the highest over the globe. During spring,

![Fig. 2](https://example.com/fig2.png)

**Fig. 2.** Seasonal distribution of MODIS (Terra + Aqua) forest fire counts at 80% confidence level during January 2001 to December 2015. (Source: ftp://fuoco.geog.umd.edu)
high AODs are also shown over the Taklimakan desert in western China, while in summer the AOD increases significantly over the western IGP and the Arabian Sea due to enhanced desert-dust emissions. In general, autumn is characterized with the lowest AODs over the region, with the same hot-spot areas. The seasonal-mean spatial distribution of AOD550 shows that the fire counts do not seem to affect the aerosol loading and distribution of seasonal scales. Sparse fire and the associated plumes on certain days have been shown to strongly affect the local/regional AODs (Arola et al., 2007; Kaskaoutis et al., 2011), but without a strong influence on seasonal aerosols. Therefore, the seasonal mean AOD spatial distribution over the South and East Asia is mostly controlled by the local anthropogenic emissions and the large influence of sand and dust storms during the spring and summer. However, at local scales, and especially over the Indochina, the increased BB during the winter and spring seems to affect the AOD distribution (note also the lower AODs associated with much lesser fire counts during the summer).

The CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization) is an instrument onboard the CALIPSO satellite, which provides new insight into observing the vertical profile of aerosols and clouds at 532 and 1064 nm, and the linear depolarization profile at 532 nm (Winker et al., 2003; Omar et al., 2009; Winker et al., 2009). The CALIPSO level 1 profiles at 532 nm (version 3.30) are commonly used to monitor the long-range transport of the BB aerosols, providing information mainly on the concentrations and shape (via attenuated backscatter coefficient and Volume Depolarization Ratio, VDR), vertical profiles and injection height of the smoke plumes (Turquety et al., 2009; Guan et al., 2010; Kaskaoutis et al., 2014). Furthermore, the CALIOP products can differentiate the aerosol types, by considering “smoke” in their retrievals for the easier monitoring of the biomass-burning aerosols.

The AIRS are on board the Aqua satellite (with MODIS) and part of the A-Train constellation, covering the entire Earth from pole to pole twice a day (http://airs.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/description/). It provides very high spectral resolution measurements of emitted radiation in three spectral bands (3.74–4.61, 6.20–8.22 and 8.80–15.40 μm) using 2378 channels. In addition, four channels in the visible/near infrared range (between 0.4 and 1 μm) are used for detecting the cloud cover and its spatial variability. The spatial resolution of the measurements is 13.5 km at nadir. AIRS standard products include temperature, water vapor mixing ratios and trace-gas concentrations (e.g., O₃, CO, CO₂, CH₄), which are usually products or by-products from biomass-burning processes (Galanter et al., 2000; Lawrence and Lelieveld, 2010; Mielonen et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2013). In the present study, level 3 daily carbon monoxide (CO) data from both daytime ascending orbit of AIRS with a spatial resolution of 1° × 1° in order was used to assess the spatial distribution of CO over south and East Asia on a seasonal basis during 2003–2015 (Fig. 4). In accordance with the FC, the highest CO levels were found in spring over the tropical regions of India and Indochina, eastern China and Siberia. However, the high CO concentrations over the same regions in winter did not coincide with the very fewer fire counts in Siberia. Also, the CO is less during the summer monsoon over the tropical regions due to extensive rainfall and less number of fires, while low level also exhibited over Siberia, despite the tremendous increase in fire counts. Thus, on the seasonal basis, the CO does not coincide so well with the fire counts, especially over Siberia, while better correspondence is shown over the tropical regions of southern India and Indochina.

Fig. 3. Seasonal distribution of aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 550 nm during January 2000 to December 2015 via using the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra + Aqua satellite. (Source: http://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/)
In addition to AIRS, continuous measurements of regional and global observations of CO are taken from MOPITT, a sun-synchronous polar orbit satellite. The MOPITT makes 14–15 daytime and nighttime passes per day and crosses the equator around 10:45 and 22:45 local time (http://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/MOPITT/MOPoverview.html). The MOPITT retrieval provides the near surface, total column, and vertical profiles of CO at 10 pressure levels between the surface and 100 hPa with a resolution of 100 Pa, which has extensively been used for monitoring of BB emissions (Liu et al., 2006; Kaskaoutis et al., 2011; Kumar et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2015).

2.3. Laboratory studies

Laboratory experiments to investigate BB are typically conducted to characterize the performance of domestic heaters, and in particular to quantify emission factors of the heaters operating in different conditions (in terms of burning rate), fueled by different types of wood fuels, and the condition of the wood (dry or wet). As such they are not designed to establish burning conditions similar to those of wide, open fires. Since combustion process is very sensitive to the burning conditions, and a small change in the conditions may result in large variation in the emission factors, it cannot be considered that emission factors obtained from such investigation could be utilized in the qualification of emissions from wild fires. 

Several examples of the studies on various types of heaters were reported in the literature since 2000. McDonald et al. (2000) characterized emissions from wood burnings in a fireplace and found that PM$_{2.5}$ emission factors ranged from 2.9 to 9 g/kg for softwoods and 2.3 to 8.3 g/kg for hardwoods. In another study, PM$_{2.5}$ emission factors of birch wood burned in a stove ranged from 0.1 to 2.6 g/kg (Hedberg et al., 2002). Burning wood logs in several combustion systems resulted in PM$_{2.5}$ emission factors ranging from 0.13 to 1.68 g/kg and particle number emission factors, from $3 \times 10^{15}$ to $40 \times 10^{16}$ particles/cm$^3$ (Wieser and Gaegauf, 2000). Calvo et al. (2015) comprehensively investigated combustion of three common southern and mid-European woods, burned in a fireplace and a stove and found that emission factors of some pollutants were similar for both devices for the same woods, but some differed. For example, mean PM$_{2.5}$ emission factor of the fireplace operating on P. nigra as a fuel was 14.0 ± 5.1 g/kg, while of the stove operating on the same fuel, 4.4 ± 1.4 g/kg.

In general, the studies reported in literature showed that the majority of particles resulting from BB were less than 2.5 μm in diameter (Wieser and Gaegauf, 2000; Hays et al., 2002; Hedberg et al., 2002; Ferge et al., 2005). The PM$_{2.5}$ emission factors have been measured in the range of 0.2 to 12 g/kg (McDonald et al., 2000; Fine et al., 2002; Hays et al., 2002).

Somewhat different was the study conducted by Wardoyo et al. (2006) with an aim to quantify emission factors under laboratory conditions, but to capture the maximum number of parameters which could be controlled in such conditions, and to maintain them at the levels similar to these of wide fires. To do this, Wardoyo et al. (2006) used a commercial stove, but modified for the purpose of these experiments. Therefore the focus was not on the operation of the stove, but on establishing the wide fires burning conditions. Five common tree species found in South East Queensland (Australia) forests: Spotted Gum (Corymbia citriodora), Blue Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis), Bloodwood
(Eucalyptus intermedia), Iron Bark (Eucalyptus crebra), and Stringybark (Eucalyptus umbra) have been studied (Wardoyo et al., 2006). The results demonstrated that PM2.5 and particle number emission factors depend on the type of tree and the burning rate. The average particle number emission factors for fast burning conditions are in the range of 3.3 to 5.7 × 10^{15} particles/kg for woods and 0.5 to 6.9 × 10^{15} particles/kg for leaves and branches (Wardoyo et al., 2006). The PM2.5 emission factors are in the range of 0.14 to 0.21 g/kg for woods and 0.45 to 4.70 g/kg for leaves and branches (Wardoyo et al., 2006). For slow burning conditions, the average particle number emission factors are in the range of 2.8 to 44.8 × 10^{13} particles/kg for woods and 0.5 to 9.3 × 10^{13} particles/kg for leaves and branches (Wardoyo et al., 2006). And the PM2.5 emissions factors are in the range of 0.12 to 0.48 g/kg for woods and 3.30 to 4.90 mg/kg for leaves and branches (Wardoyo et al., 2006).

2.4. Campaigns for biomass burning

Several campaigns (e.g., CARE-Beijing, PRIDE-PD, and PEACE-YRB) have been programmed and conducted to investigate regional and large-scale air quality systematically, provided detailed information about pollution conditions, physiochemical profiles, sources, and atmospheric chemistry. The research supported establishment and enforcement of some environmental policy, and the sound database which accumulated from these campaigns also helped numerical model simulation and further studies.

CARE-Beijing campaigns (Campaign of Air Quality Research in Beijing and Surrounding Region) have been operated several times (e.g., CARE-Beijing 2006, 2008, 2013, North China Plain) to help get full view of air pollution in the North China Plain, which highlighted local and transported BB pollutants as a potential source in Beijing and surrounding areas (Ho et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014b; Zhang et al., 2015b; George et al., 2016).

PRIDE-PD campaigns (Program of Regional Integrated Experiments of Air Quality over the Pearl River Delta) conducted in 2004 concentrated on in depth characterization of the pollution, and on improvement of the understanding of chemical and radiative process in the atmosphere of the Pearl River Delta region. PRIDE-PD 2006 focused on the CCN in polluted air and BB smoke near the megacity of Guangzhou. Severe haze episodes were observed in PRIDE-PD from October 4th to November 5th in 2004, and chemical profile of the haze aerosol indicated a great contribution from BB (Andreae et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008d). Efficiency spectra, size-resolved chemical composition, mixing state, optical scattering coefficient, and CCN effective activity of aerosol particles were measured online using various online measurement techniques from 1 to 30 July 2006 at a rural site of Guangzhou. The study found that strong local BB emissions and mixing decreased ambient average hygroscopicity parameter κ from 0.3 to 0.2, which is similar to the characteristic value for freshly emitted smoke from agricultural fires, of which soot particles with low hygroscopicity contribute a substantial portion. Moreover, CCN activity for aerosol was parameterized with volatility and chemical characters, binary function between bulk κ and number fraction of low volatile particles or ensemble particle chemical mass fraction was extrapolated from the linear relationship of size-dependent CCN activity and volatile fraction or chemical compositions, and the functions fitted well for aerosol particles, including or excluding BB plume. The results confirmed that κ value can be more simplified in global and climate modeling (Nowak et al., 2010; Gunthe et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2011).

PEACE-YRB 2015 (Program of Extensive Air Quality Research Campaign over the Yangtze River Basin in 2015) organized by the Fudan University in collaboration with many international institutions, including Queensland University of Technology, Cambridge University, Manchester University and Nanjing University was conducted from November 20th to December 5th, 2015. The campaign was carried out both on board and land using the well-equipped ship, which sailed from Shanghai Port to Wuhan City in round trip through a total distance of 2150 km, as well as a mobile van, which followed on the ground. Extensive smoke emissions from domestic use and field burning were distinguished by preliminary analysis, and were showed to make up a considerable contribution to the Yangtze River Basin pollution in mixing with engine exhaust from vehicle and ship (Morawska et al., 2016; Ouyang et al., 2016). Detailed emissions and pollution conditions will be elucidated in the later publications.

3. Types of biomass burning

3.1. Forest fire

Forests are the main part of the terrain ecosystem and play an important role in maintaining the balance of terrain ecosystem. The forest coverages are very limited and it accounts for only 21% of the mainland of the nation (Zhang et al., 2011b; Li et al., 2011a). The seventh National Forest Resources Inventory during 2004–2008 shows that the forest area was enhanced at ~200 million ha stocking – 14 m^3 billion and ranking fifth in the world after Russia, Brazil, Canada and USA (Li et al., 2004; Li et al., 2011a). During the last few decades, due to the deforestation, number of forest fires and burned area has drastically increased (Zhou and Lu, 2000; Shao, 2000). One of the largest forest fire, well known as black dragon fire, occurred in northeast China during May 1987, where the areas over 1.3 million ha (Cahoon et al., 1994) of forest were charred. The forest fire or wildland fires have become an important and more frequent issue in China (Kong et al., 2003), and the Indo-China peninsula is one of the most active fire hotspots in the world, which is a matter of great concern because of the high population densities (Gautam et al., 2013; Johnston et al., 2015). Prior to the onset of monsoon, the Indo-China Peninsula region is the witness of intense BB in the form of forest fires, which significantly increase the aerosol concentration (Gautam et al., 2013).

Forest fires have had impact on biosphere-atmosphere interface, atmospheric chemistry, composition of ecosystem system and its distribution, environmental degradation and air quality monitoring (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Penner et al., 1992; Costanza et al., 1997; Bond and Kjelley, 2005; Randerson et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2011b). They emit large amounts of trace gases (both chemically active and greenhouse gases), non-methane hydrocarbons, and aerosols (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990). These aerosols and pollutants are significantly affecting atmospheric chemistry, cloud properties, Earth radiation budget and climate change, global carbon cycle, ecosystem and biodiversity, vegetation, rainfall, air quality and atmospheric circulation (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Ramanathan et al., 2001; Andreae et al., 2004; Liu, 2005; IPCC, 2013). A recent study by Johnston et al. (2015) shows that the forest fire/BB was responsible for about 339,000 premature deaths per year. The increasing intensity and spread of forest fires in Asian countries, and their impact on ecosystems and climate change suggest that the real-time monitoring of forest fire activities is essential. Fire monitoring due to high potential hazards associated with forest fires, the ground-based and airborne fire monitoring, space-borne satellite sensors have been widely used to detect and monitor the forest fires (Prins et al., 1998; Justice et al., 2002). Fire monitoring via satellite remote sensing such as MODIS Rapid Response System Global Fire Maps, GLOBSCAR, European Forest Fire Information System, NOAA/AVHRR (the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/the Advance Very High Resolution Radiometer), Landsat, Chinese Feng-Yun series have been widely used to detect the forest fire hot spots and burned areas across China (Zhang et al., 2011b). The MODIS data sets provide a vast temporal coverage along-with high spectral (36 bands total) and spatial resolution (250, 500, and 1000 m), in general MODIS provides information on the burned areas and smoke, and is used to detect active fires.

3.2. Agricultural straw open burning

China is among the major agricultural nations in the world. Agricultural crop production generates tremendous amounts of agricultural...
crop residues such as rice, wheat, and corn straws etc., which account for 17.3% of the global crop residues production and rank the first in the world (Bi et al., 2010). During the summer/autumn harvest season, a large amount of agricultural straws are removed by burning in a short period in order to prepare the next crop planting. Open burning is the most convenient and less expensive way to eliminate agricultural straw.

In China, studies on gaseous and particulate pollutant emissions from open burning of agricultural straw have been presented in previous publications (Li et al., 2007; Zhang and Smith, 2007; Zhang et al., 2008a; Zhang et al., 2011a; Huang et al., 2012a; Tian et al., 2015). Efforts have been made to characterize particle number emission factors and size distributions from agricultural straw burning in the laboratory simulation experiments (Hays et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008a; Zhang et al., 2011a). Particle size distribution from agricultural straw open burning is mainly dominated by an accumulation mode, with a count median diameter of 0.10–0.15 μm (Zhang et al., 2011a). In addition, trace gas emission inventories (CO2, CO, NOx, and BC etc.) from agricultural straw open burning had been estimated in China (Zhang et al., 2008a; Huang et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016a).

In addition to emission characteristics, understanding of the impact of agricultural straw open burning on urban and regional air quality is essential. In China, especially during and shortly after the harvest seasons, open burning of agricultural straw has a significant impact on urban and regional air quality. In extreme cases, agricultural straw open burning would trigger the explosive growth of secondary PM2.5 and accelerate the heavy haze formation in the urban and regional atmosphere (Nie et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2015). However, detailed information on the effects of smoke from agricultural straw open burning on urban and regional air quality is still rare (Zhang et al., 2010a; Li et al., 2010a). It is well known that the impact of agricultural straw open burning on heavy haze formation during and shortly after the harvest seasons is complex, and not only contributes to primary PM2.5 emissions but also includes the potential contribution to secondary PM2.5 formation. For instance, during the process of smoke plume transport, organic compounds (such as VOCs) in the presence of NOx can be oxidized to generate secondary organic aerosol (SOA) (Wang et al., 2009a, 2009b; Li et al., 2014a). Similarly, atmospheric gases, such as SO2 and NOx, can also be oxidized to form the secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA, such as sulfate and nitrate) (Cheng et al., 2013; Zha, 2013; Tao et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014a, 2014b; Chen and Xie, 2014; Zhang et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2016c). Heterogeneous reactions in BB plume also played important roles in the formation of HONO (Nie et al., 2015). High concentration of NO2 together with high concentration of NH3 in the BB plume has been found to enhance sulfate formation through aqueous-phase reactions and to produce HONO as a by-product (Nie et al., 2015). Both SOA and SIA are the most important components of secondary PM2.5. Therefore, when smoke plume is transported to the urban atmosphere, secondary PM2.5 can rapidly increase in a short time under the stagnant weather conditions, and can further aggravate haze pollution and/or result in increase of the frequency of heavy haze pollution through the interactions between physical and chemical processes (Ding et al., 2013a; Huang et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2016a). That is why the heavy haze pollution often happened in North, Central and eastern China, especially during and shortly after the harvest season.

3.3. Wood and straw combustion as fuel

Approximately half of China's population lives in rural areas and use biomass fuels (such as wood and straw) as the domestic fuel for cooking/ heating. Biomass fuels burnt in low-efficient stoves would produce substantial air pollutants and increase fine particulate matter (PM2.5) exposure in the indoor environment (Wei et al., 2014), which is associated with adverse health impacts such as pneumonia, tuberculosis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Pope et al., 2002). In China, household combustion of wood and straw is the dominant source of indoor air pollution in rural areas and contribute significantly to human health burden.

Household combustion methods of both wood and straw in rural China are of low energy conversion efficiency and result in high pollutant emissions (Zeng et al., 2007).

Characteristics of pollutants from wood and crop straw combustion as domestic fuel have been studied in China by several research groups (He et al., 2005; Jin et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014a). Jin et al. (2005) monitored indoor air pollutant (respirable particles, CO and SO2) emissions from wood and straw burning in the rural households of Inner Mongolia and Gansu provinces of China. He et al. (2005) measured multiple pollutant emissions from wood and straw burning in the rural household of Guizhou and Shaanxi provinces of China. Shen et al. (2010) calculated emission factors of particulate matter (PM) and elemental carbon (EC) from domestic crop straw burning in typical household stoves. Zhang et al. (2012) measured chemical and size characteristics of particulate matter from domestic wood burning in rural areas of southwestern China. Zhang et al. (2014a) conducted field experiments to measure indoor emissions of carbonaceous aerosols (OC and EC) and other air pollutants (CO, PM1, PM2.5 and PM10) from household wood burning in southwest China.

As noted by a number of studies (Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014a), low combustion efficiency leads to high emission factors for wood and straw burning. High emissions do not necessarily mean high exposures unless they reach human breathing zones. However, available evidence indicates that total exposure to combustion-derived fine particles from domestic use of wood and straw in indoor environment is larger than that from all outdoor sources (Zhang and Smith, 2007; Fullerton et al., 2008). Epidemiological studies have shown that exposure to high levels of indoor PM2.5 contributed to a consistent increase in cardiac and respiratory morbidity and mortality (Pope et al., 2002). For instance, pulmonary effects of indoor PM2.5 include the triggering of inflammation in the smaller airways, which can result in the exacerbation of asthma and chronic bronchitis, airway obstruction, and decreased gas exchange (Nel, 2005). Moreover, high concentrations of PM2.5 in the indoor environment have been regarded as a cardiovascular risk factor that is associated with heart attacks, stroke, heart rhythm disturbances, and sudden death. Inhalation of fine particles elicits proinflammatory effects, cytokine production, and enhancement of allergic responses in the upper and lower airways (Perez-Padilla et al., 2010).

3.4. Miscellaneous

In China, annual biomass waste productions contain ~2.6 × 1013 GWh energy that equals to the energy storage of ~3.65 × 1013 tons coal (Chen et al., 2009; Zhang, 2011; Koppejan et al., 2012). Apart from traditional field burning and domestic use of biomass waste, co-firing with coal or municipal solid waste (MSW) in power stations or incineration plants is indeed a practical method to deal with biomass waste, and many studies have focused on the development of combustion technologies and emission control of pyrogenic pollutants (Waldheim et al., 2000; Nussbaumer, 2003; Tian et al., 2005). Somewhat comparable heat density of biomass to fossil fuels such as coal and petrochemical products implies that biomass fuel represents a considerable amount of renewable energy (Zhang et al., 2005), and scientific utilization of biomass energy would partly relieve shortage of fossil fuels and ameliorate the serious atmospheric pollution (Baxter, 2005; Koppejan and Van Loo, 2012). Robinson et al. (2003) suggested that biomass co-firing with coal is a possible way to achieve significant near-term CO2 emission mitigation through economic analysis. Ross et al. (2002) found that co-combustion of coal and biomass can decrease emission factors of multiple gaseous and particulate pollutants. However, a mixture of pollutants from the co-firing process can be more complex. Zhang et al. (2009c) observed Pb-chlorine co-enriched particles that are formed from waste incineration, as high concentrated HCl in the gas stream from the combustion of garbage (chlorine-rich plastic, biomass, etc.) has volatile effect on Pb to form PbCl2. Wang et al. (2006, 2007b) and Jiménez and Ballester (2005) found distinctly different particle size distribution.
and PM chemical profiles from co-firing of coal and biomass compared to that from the sole fuel combustion.

4. Pollutants from biomass burning

4.1. Particulate matter

PM refers to a mixture of solid particles and liquid droplets in the air (Hinds, 2012), with a varying physical and chemical properties. PM is a dominant contributor to the air pollution in China (Fang et al., 2009). In particular, Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei (BTH) Province, the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) and the Pearl River Delta (PRD) are subject to severe PM pollution. Daily average PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations during severe haze periods in 2013 are 159, 91, 69 and 345 μg/m$^3$ for Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an, respectively (Huang et al., 2014). All PM$_{2.5}$ values are significantly higher than mean concentration of 25 μg/m$^3$, recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO). In order to address serious PM pollution issue, the Chinese government announced the long-term plan to reduce the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration by 25%, 20%, 15% and 10% compared to 2012 levels by 2017, in BTH, YRD, PRD and other cities, respectively (http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2013-09/12/content_2486773.htm). For instance, annual average PM$_{2.5}$ in Beijing is targeted as 60 μg/m$^3$, which would be still high compared to the values recommended by WHO (annual mean of 10 μg/m$^3$), but a big step in air pollution regulation in China. It will certainly be a challenge to achieve this level because of the heavy pollution prevailing currently, for example, it was observed in Beijing in 2014 that PM$_{2.5}$ mean annual value was 86 μg/m$^3$ (Zhang et al., 2016a).

4.1.1. Carboneous material

Dominant PM fraction emitted into the atmosphere is carboneous material (Chan and Yao, 2008), which is composed of organic carbon (OC) and EC. Carboneous species influences earth’s radiation balance. While BC absorbs incoming solar radiation contributing to increased atmospheric temperatures, OC cools the atmosphere by scattering the solar radiation (Penner et al., 1998; Haywood and Boucher, 2000). Carboneous particles can efficiently act as CCN, having an influence on cloud formation and their properties (Hallet et al., 1989; Roberts et al., 2002; Reid et al., 2005b). They can also contribute to various health issues (Pope and Dockery, 2006). Emissions of carboneous matter in China have increased by approximately 20% from 1996 to 2010 (Lu et al., 2011). It is estimated that a portion of this fraction can vary between 20% and 50% of PM$_{2.5}$ mass (Cao et al., 2007).

In general, the dominant particle-phase fraction detected in BB emissions is found to be carboneous matter (Formenti et al., 2003; Bond et al., 2004; Reid et al., 2005b; Hallquist et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2012, 2014; Li et al., 2016a, b). In fact, BB combustion sources are considered as the largest contributors to the primary carboneous particles in the atmosphere (Hallquist et al., 2009; Bond et al., 2004; Crutzen and Andreae, 1990). Many studies investigated the dominant sources of PM$_{2.5}$ and carboneous species in China, mostly using the offline sampling technique in urban Beijing region (Zheng et al., 2005; Song et al., 2006; Song et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007a, 2007b; Wang et al., 2009a; Cheng et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2013a; Cheng et al., 2014a) with some of them illustrated in Table 1. For instance, Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) source apportionment performed on data collected over the whole year 2000 in Beijing, shows that on average 11% of PM$_{2.5}$ was influenced by BB activities (Song et al., 2006). Using the same source apportionment method, Yu et al. (2013a) observe a similar contribution in Beijing in 2010. According to studies summarized in Table 1, the contribution of BB activities can go up to 19%, 25% and 37% in autumn, winter and summer months, respectively. It is observed that BB is one of the main sources that contribute to fine particle and carbonaceous emissions (besides traffic and coal combustion sources) in China (Chan and Yao, 2008). Moreover, in recent years source apportionment has been performed on the organic aerosol (OA) data collected by Aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) using mostly PMF. The significance of BB emissions (mainly due to burning of crop residues during harvest periods) in urban and rural areas of China is shown through the high contribution of PMF-resolved BB-related factors. Similar BB OA contribution is found for urban and rural PRD area (24%), and is smaller in urban Beijing (12–19%) and Nanjing (8%) in the autumn period (Zhang et al., 2010a; He et al., 2011a; Huang et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015b; Xu et al., 2015). A significant contribution of the BB-related organic aerosol is also found in the winter period (30%) and over the summer months (15%) (Huang et al., 2013a; Zhang et al., 2015a). As it can be seen, there is significant seasonality in BB activities and contribution to PM pollution in China. BB contribution seen through increased PM$_{2.5}$ and its constituents is highly seasonal in magnitude, but present over the whole year. The PM$_{2.5}$ increase in autumn and spring is mainly attributed to BB from crop residues burning. In late September and October harvesting takes place and then contribution of BB is found to be the highest in North China (Duan et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2013a; Zhang et al., 2015c), which is different from an early summer maximum in East China (Ding et al., 2013ab).

Over the summer months BB contribution from wheat straw burning is significant, while winter PM pollution is mainly driven by coal combustion sources that are predominantly used as heating systems, although BB contribution can be significant (Li et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2013a). Apart from seasonal differences, the portion of aerosol mass influenced by BB varies depending on the region of China. Huang et al. (2014) illustrate the higher BB contribution in Guangzhou and Xi’an (5–9% of PM$_{2.5}$) compared to Beijing and Shanghai (4–7% of PM$_{2.5}$).

The main component of smoke submicron carbonaceous mass is the organic aerosol fraction that can go up to 90% (Bond et al., 2004). Global annual emission of OC and BC emitted in open fire events is estimated to be approximately 70% and 40%, respectively (Bond et al., 2004). Studies on both urban and rural areas of Beijing show that during intense BB pollution episodes, more than a half of OC and EC could be from smoke emissions (Duan et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014b; Yao et al., 2016a).

4.1.2. Other important particulate components

Levoglucosan-like species (levoglucosan, mannosan, galactosan) are anhydrosaccharides formed in the pyrolysis of cellulose and common organic molecular constituents of BB emissions (Simoneit et al., 1999; Li et al., 2016c). Many studies worldwide including China have used levoglucosan (dominant anhydrosaccharide emitted) as a distinctive BB chemical signature (Simoneit et al., 1999; Simoneit, 2002; Fraser et al., 2003; Jordan et al., 2006; Song et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007a; Zhang et al., 2008c; Wang et al., 2009a; Zhang et al., 2010a). Levoglucosan concentrations considerably vary depending on season and region (Table 1). For instance, He et al. (2006) investigated organic tracer compounds including particulate levoglucosan during all seasons in Beijing. Levoglucosan average mass concentrations were observed to be 0.12, 0.08 and 0.03 μg/m$^3$ in autumn, winter and summer, respectively. Considerable higher levoglucosan concentrations are found by Wang et al. (2007a) in autumn (0.1–0.9 μg/m$^3$). Moreover, there is a wide range of levoglucosan in winter (0.08–3.10 μg/m$^3$) and summer (0.03–0.31 μg/m$^3$). Potassium rich particles are observed to be a common fraction of BB emissions in China (Li et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010b). BB contributes to high potassium levels in smoke emissions and it has been used as a BB tracer (Duan et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007a; Zhang et al., 2010a; He et al., 2011a; Huang et al., 2012d; Cheng et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2013a; Cheng et al., 2014b; Zang et al., 2015b). Similar average potassium concentrations can be observed according to studies summarized in Table 1. Potassium average value varies from 2.42 to 2.78 in winter, 1.6 to 4.9 in summer and 1.7 to 2.26 μg/m$^3$ in autumn months, depending on the monitored areas. Yu et al. (2013a) suggest 2.2 μg/m$^3$ for the annual potassium value, based on continuous measurements for one year in Beijing. In contrast to source-specific levoglucosan, water-soluble potassium can indicate particles of more
Table 1
Source apportionment studies including location (and type), season (and date), average contribution of BB to PM$_{2.5}$, OC (OA), EC and average values for potassium and levoglucosan are given in table; Index next to the reference refers to BB activities a) Open field post-harvest agricultural BB b) softwood and stalks burning for heating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Location type</th>
<th>Season/date</th>
<th>Average BB to PM$_{2.5}$ (%)</th>
<th>Average BB to OC (%)</th>
<th>Average BB to EC (%)</th>
<th>Average K$^+$ conc. ($\mu$g/m$^3$) in PM$_{2.5}$/max levoglucosan conc. ($\mu$g/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRD (Guangzhou) urban/suburban</td>
<td>(Autumn) 6–31 Oct 2004</td>
<td>4.0–19.0%/3.0–16.8% urban/suburban</td>
<td>2.26 ± 0.50/1.70 ± 0.79 urban/suburban</td>
<td>0.20–0.66/0.12–0.95 urban/suburban</td>
<td>0.03, 0.12 and 0.08/0.07, 0.24, 0.15 for summer, autumn and winter</td>
<td>He et al. (2006)a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTH (Beijing) urban</td>
<td>(Summer) 25 July–5 Aug 2002</td>
<td>8.4% and 24.9% summer 2006 and winter 2007</td>
<td>11.7%, 9.9% and 26.1% summer 2005, summer 2006 and winter 2007</td>
<td>0.08, 0.17 and 0.68 summer 2005, summer 2006 and winter 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wang et al. (2009b)a, b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRD (Shanghai) urban</td>
<td>(Summer) 28 May–3 June 2009</td>
<td>13% and 15% in summer and winter</td>
<td>1.74 ± 0.22 and 2.42 ± 5.86 in summer and winter and 45.76, 5.81 ± 2.75 (for summer BB episode)</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.37/2.30 and 0.59 ± 0.42/1.94 summer and winter 0.75 ± 0.68 (for summer BB episode) and annual average of 0.43 ± 0.44</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheng et al. (2013)a, b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRD (Jiaxing) regional</td>
<td>(Summer and Winter) 29 June–15 July</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>5.8 µg/m$^3$; 11.2% 4.1, 5.8 6.1 and 7.1 µg/m$^3$ spring, summer, autumn and winter</td>
<td>1.6–4.9 (measured at three sites) 1.88, 2.09, 2.14 and 2.78 in spring, summer, autumn and winter</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheng et al. (2014)a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRD (Nanjing) urban</td>
<td>(Summer) 1–15 June 2013</td>
<td>15% and 8% in summer and autumn (AMS)</td>
<td>24.1% (AMS)</td>
<td>24.5% (AMS)</td>
<td>30.1% in winter (AMS)</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2015b)a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTH (Beijing) urban</td>
<td>(Autumn) 14 Oct–12 Nov 2014</td>
<td>12–19% (AMS)</td>
<td>24.1% (AMS)</td>
<td>24.5% (AMS)</td>
<td>30.1% in winter (AMS)</td>
<td>Xu et al. (2015)a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
than one origin (Zhang et al., 2010b; Aiken et al., 2010). In the absence of other important sources, such as soil dust, sea salt and meat charbroiling, water soluble potassium can be a satisfactory BB marker (Andreae, 1983; Schauer et al., 1999). Wang et al. (2007a) showed that application of potassium as a reliable smoke tracer has limitations in Guangzhou area during the October BB period due to interferences with meat charbroiling and transportation-related potassium emissions. Fireworks are also found to elevate potassium concentrations (Vecchi et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010a). In particular, water soluble potassium has not been considered to be suitable, or at least it should not be used as the only BB tracer during winter in Beijing, which is a season with significant festival fireworks influences (Yu et al., 2013a; Cheng et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014a).

Although all results illustrate the significant impact of BB sources on PM pollution over China, until recently, it has been mostly ignored as a significant contributor in pollution inventories (e.g. Zhang et al., 2009a). Zhang and Cao (2015a, b) suggested that regulations on BB emissions should be revised, and it should be scaled down in both urban and rural areas and for open BB as well as in household consumption. It is estimated by Cheng et al. (2014b) that PM$_{2.5}$ level could be reduced by 47% in the YRD region if open post-harvest BB activities were banned, suggesting significant benefits for the environment and human health.

4.2. Physical properties of smoke particles

4.2.1. Size distribution

Studies have confirmed BB as a major source of fine particles in the atmosphere, and size distribution of freshly emitted smoke particles resides mainly within the accumulation mode with geometric median diameter (GMD) at 50–200 nm. Unimodal and bimodal distributions in volume concentration have both been reported, and the discrepancy of GMD and distribution pattern relates to fuel type, combustion environment, burning conditions, measurement technologies, and also aging extent of smoke plumes (Reid et al., 2005b; Capes et al., 2008; Gunthet al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011a; Nie et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015). Rapid growth in size occurs immediately after smoke particle emissions, and tens of nanometers per hour increment in GMD has been observed for smoke particles in ambient atmospheric investigations during transport and in aerosol chamber simulations. It has also been found that coagulation is the dominant mechanism contributing to particle growth, and that humidity facilitates the process (Reid et al., 2005b; Capes et al., 2008; Li et al., 2015). The ultrafine size enables smoke particles to be efficient CCN/IN and also to deposit deeper in the respiratory system, presenting potential climate effect and human health hazards, respectively, while changes in size distribution alter the optical properties, increasing the single scattering albedo (SSA) as smoke particles increase towards sizes where scattering is more efficient (Li et al., 2002; Delfino et al., 2005; Dusek et al., 2006; Pierce and Adams, 2007; Araujo et al., 2008; Gunthe et al., 2011). Atmospheric aging of smoke particles has a direct impact on particle size and chemical composition changes; changes in particle composition and morphology associated with gas-to-particle transformation and internal mixing are also shown to increase the SSA and light extinction coefficient (Abel et al., 2003; Capes et al., 2008).

4.2.2. Hygroscopicity

Hygroscopicity of smoke particles has been characterized using ensemble (e.g., Hygroscopic-Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzers, HTDMA; scanning mobility CCN counter) and single-particle techniques (e.g., TEM, electrodynamic balance, and optical tweezers) to derive hygroscopic growth factor (GF) and hygroscopic parameter κ (Semeniuk et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2009; Rose et al., 2011; Rickards et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016b). κ parameter is commonly used to link hygroscopicity and CCN activity of particles, which presented as a function of particle size and chemical compositions. However, consistency between κ estimated from hygroscopic growth and critical supersaturation measurements is still under investigations (Su et al., 2010; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2013; Rickards et al., 2013). Smoke particles range from weakly hygroscopic (κ ~ 0.02) to strongly hygroscopic (κ ~ 0.80) (Petters et al., 2009; Dusek et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016b), and the values vary with fuel type and burning conditions. Smoldering of biomass produces more hydrophobic organic aerosol, such as tar ball particles with less κ, while particles emitted from flaming phase under higher temperature contain more inorganic salts, of stronger hygroscopicity. Empirical function of κ = inorg × κ_uorg + f_organ + κ_inorg IS widely applied in outdoor investigation and aerosol chamber simulation to extrapolate κ_uorg and κ_inorg from linear regression of size-resolved bulk κ value and particulate organic and inorganic mass fractions (Dusek et al., 2010; Nowak et al., 2010; Li et al., 2016b).

4.2.3. Density

Effective density bonds the aerodynamic diameter of the particle and its mobility diameter, and it also plays a crucial role in the mass concentration conversion, mass closure calculation and deposition model assessment of aerosol (DeCarlo et al., 2004; Reddows et al., 2010). Smoke particle density as a function of individual compound density and mixing state influences the estimation of bulk hygroscopicity parameter and refractive index of OC and EC content (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Schkolnik et al., 2007; Schmid et al., 2009). Based on different techniques, density can be measured as effective, online size-resolved, using APM (Aerosol Particle Mass Analyzer) combined with an SMPS/TDMA system (Rissler et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016b), or estimated as bulk density from volume and corresponded mass concentrations of PM (Pitz et al., 2003; Kostenidou et al., 2007). Khlystov et al. (2004) and Schmid et al. (2007) also report an algorithm method to derive particle density via merging coincident aerodynamic and mobility size distributions. Smoke particle densities are reported to vary from 1.0 to 1.9 g/cm$^3$. Rose et al. (2011) applied density as 1.7 g/cm$^3$ in ambient biomass smoke plume research; Martins et al. (1996) derived particle density to be 1.5 g/cm$^3$ for temperate forest fire; Levin et al. (2010) calculated bulk densities of various BB aerosol from chemical
compositions to be 1.2–1.9 g/cm³; Hennigan et al. (2011) assumed smoke aerosol density to be 1.3 g/cm³ throughout photo-oxidation process; while Li et al. (2015, 2016a) reported densities for fresh particles from crop residues burning to be 1.1–1.4 g/cm³, and the densities are size and fuel type dependent, and particle densities scale with inorganic mass fractions, with the aging of smoke aerosol, density increase and size-dependence phase out.

4.2.4. Volatility

Volatility is an important property of the organic materials and it determines SOA formation and partition between gaseous and particulate phases (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012). Volatility of PM has been commonly applied in thermo-optical method based OC-EC measurement, organic chemical compound analysis with thermal-denuder mass spectrometer, and thermogravimetric analysis (Pratt and Prather, 2009; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012). Particles’ volatility expressed as refractory fraction remaining in term of volume (VFR) and mass (MFR) at a function of temperature are measured using V-TDMA (Volatility-TDMA) system, or combined with APM, MS techniques (e.g., ATOFMS, AMS, CIMS), which can help in gaining insight into the mixing state of particle and also into thermodynamics mechanisms of carbonaceous aerosol formation and aging processes (Pratt and Prather, 2009; Wehner et al., 2009; Tiitta et al., 2010; Tritscher et al., 2011). However, volatility of smoke particles from primary emission to atmospheric evolution remain poorly characterized (Rose et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016b). Li et al. (2016a) combined on-line V-TDMA-APM and off-line OC-EC measurements for various fresh smoke particles, and concluded that VFR-MFR are size and fuel type dependent, with more volatile organic materials having less density and lower OM/OC (organic matter to organic carbon) ratios in the externally mixed smoke particles. In polluted urban air, particles with smaller radius and larger volatile fractions at 300 °C can be regarded as aged and internally mixed soot particles, and the refractory materials are considered to be mostly engine and combustion sourced soot or EC (Sadezky et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2009; Wehner et al., 2009). Tan et al. (2016) report external and core-shell mixture of BC particles leading to high ϵ_sp and SSA in PRD. Wehner et al. (2009) monitored mixing state of nonvolatile aerosol and the corresponded light absorption during CAREBeijing-2006 campaign. Rose et al. (2011) found externally mixed soot particles from biomass combustion to be less volatile and weak CCN-activated. Photochemical oxidation effect on the volatility changes of organic aerosol depends on specific physiochemical mechanisms. Formation of SOA upon oxidation of semi-volatile vapors from primary emissions to less volatile species, which transfer to organic aerosol, will increase the volatility of preexisting particles. Heterogeneous reaction, such as functionalization and oligomerization, decrease volatility of OA, while fragmentation forms species in various thermostabilities albeit mostly at lower volatilities (Reinhardt et al., 2007; Tritscher et al., 2011).

4.2.5. Optical properties

Smoke particles contain major organic materials (over 70 wt.% on average) and a considerable amount of inorganic salts, which present distinctly different optical properties (Reid et al., 2005a; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012). Carbonaceous materials such as BC-soot particles are the main light absorbers over the entire visible spectrum. Enrichment of smoke in light absorption components (like humic species, PAHs, and lignin etc.) makes the rest of the smoke organic matter to be brown carbon with light absorbing efficiency next to BC. Most absorption by brown carbon takes place in the UV band and in the short visible wavelength due to the presence of resonant ring structures (Hoffer et al., 2006; Mustard et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2010), while inorganic salts, such as sulfate and nitrate, exhibit specific light scattering character, which can cool the atmosphere by increasing the Earth’s reflectivity. Smoke particles, internal mixed or coated inorganic salts, can act as lenses to enhance light absorption of BC. The net BB radiative forcing is small (0.9 ± 0.2 W/m²) (IPCC, 2013) but represent great uncertainty in the climate effect assessment due to the need to resolve the balance between the positive radiative forcing by BC and BrC, and the negative radiative forcing by OC and inorganics. Mass absorption efficiency (MAE) of fresh soot particle is 4–9 m²/g at 550 nm wavelength, aggregation and encapsulation with organic or inorganic condensates though atmospheric aging might increase its MAE by 30%–50% (Fuller et al., 1999; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Mustard et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008b; Yang et al., 2009). MAE for the BrC in smoke particles varies from 0.03 to 0.60 m²/g at 550 nm, depending on different measurement techniques and derived chemical fractions (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2009). Mustard et al. (2008) estimated MAE of brown carbon sphere to be 3.6–4.1 m²/g at 550 nm, and Chakrabarty et al. (2010) measured MAE for tar ball particle to be ~2.5 m²/g at 530–730 nm. Single scattering albedo (SSA) is the key optical parameter that describes the strength of aerosol’s direct radiative forcing, and spectral defined SSA for smoke aerosol mainly depends on burning condition but also on fuel type and oxidation level (Ramanathan et al., 2001; Ramanathan et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2014; Saleh et al., 2014). SSA is inversely related to MCE (modified combustion efficiency): smoldering phase emits more nonopaque carbonaceous materials with higher SSA (~1.0 at MCE < 0.9), smoke particles from flaming fire containing more BC have much lower SSA (Ramanathan et al., 2001; McMeeking et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2014). Sharp increment of aerosol scattering and absorption coefficients was observed during field burning events (Garland et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2013b). Atmospheric aging processes including photochemical oxidation to produce more SOA, increase the SSA (Abel et al., 2003; Yokelson et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2014), humidification to change the mixing state and morphology also decreases light absorption of smoke particles (Adler et al., 2011; Guyon et al., 2003; Haywood et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2009).

4.3. Morphology and mixing state

Analytical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful tool for characterizing individual aerosol particles because it provides simultaneous morphological, compositional, and structural information. Individual aerosol particles in smoke plumes from biomass fires have been studied using analytical TEM in southern Africa and China, which allowed detailed characterization of particle types in smoke. Based on composition, morphology, and microstructure, three distinct types of BB particles are present in the smoke: (1) soot, (2) tar ball particles (carbon-rich, spherical particles), and (3) organic particles with inorganic (K-salt) inclusions. It is well established that the relative number concentrations of organic particles with inorganic inclusions are the largest in young smoke, whereas tar balls are dominant in a slightly aged smoke from a smoldering fire. Flames fires emit relatively more soot particles than smoldering fires.

Soot. i.e. BC, is common in BB emissions, which is believed to be formed via a vaporization-condensation mechanism during combustion processes (Li et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006). Soot is clearly distinguishable from the other particles under the TEM. Soot forms branching aggregates containing from less than ten to thousands of spheres, each of which is 20 to 60 nm in diameter. Typical soot aggregate with fractal-like chain structures can extend to a couple of micrometers or more. HRTEM image of the soot shows onion-like structures of curved, disordered graphite layers. STEM-EDX mapping shows the soot aggregate mainly contains C and minor O. Typical SAED patterns of soot aggregates exhibit three distinct rings, which are indexed to the crystalline structure of graphite (Viktoria et al., 2006). The SAED pattern obtained from soot aggregates shows broad and diffuse 002 and hk rings, indicating a microstructure consisting of randomly distributed crystallites that have a fine size and do not possess long range order (Chen et al., 2005). Dark-field imaging has been used to visualize individual microcrystallites. The bright spots in the dark-field image are produced by diffraction from the 002 planes of microcrystallites. These bright spots are distributed unevenly within
the particles. Observation of such patterns could be due to a different density of circumferential 002 lattice planes parallel to the electron beam (Chen et al., 2005; Viktória et al., 2006).

The soot content varied greatly in different smoke samples. Besides the major component of C and O, most of the soot aggregates contained potassium, and some had minor amounts of silicon. The potassium enrichment in soot has been used as a fingerprint of its BB origin. High-spatial-resolution electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) results showed chemical heterogeneity even within one aggregate, with varied potassium contents in different soot spheres. Some of the soot particles showed a modified morphology, which most likely resulted from atmospheric aging (China et al., 2013; Adachi and Buseck, 2013). Once emitted into the air, the irregular geometry and complex microstructure of soot aggregates may provide active sites for deposition of common atmospheric gases such as O₃, NO₂, and SO₂, which could readily oxidize soot surfaces (Decesari et al., 2002). The soot-O₃ reaction is particularly rapid, and prolonged exposure to ozone under laboratory conditions may lead to the collapse of the graphitic structure (Zhang et al., 2008b; Yokelson et al., 2009).

**Tar ball.** Tar ball particles form an important fraction of the total particle number concentration in some of the smoke plumes. Tar balls are readily recognized in TEM images by their spherical shape, amorphous, and are typically not aggregated with other particle types. Tar balls are produced by a gas-to-particle transformation followed by condensational growth in biomass smoke (Pósfai et al., 2003; Hand et al., 2005). Tar balls range in diameter from 100 to 500 nm, with a few particles larger than 1 μm. HRTEM images of tar balls did not indicate any semieroded graphitic microstructure typical of soot. Their EDX spectra indicated elemental compositions consisting of C and O with trace amounts of S, K, Cl, and Si. Electron energy-loss maps show that the distribution of C and O in tar ball is homogeneous, and thickness profiles indicate that most are perfectly spherical. In contrast to other widespread and spherical aerosol particle types, such as sulfate and K-rich particles, tar balls were stable under the TEM and did not change visibly under prolonged exposure to the electron beam, suggesting they were composed of refractory material. It has been reported that the chemical compositions, densities, and carbon functional groups of tar balls were distinctly different from soot and black carbon and more closely resembled high molecular weight polymeric humic-like substances, which could account for their reported optical properties (Li et al., 2003; Pósfai et al., 2004; Hoffer et al., 2006).

Of special interest was to compare tar ball with K-containing organic particles, both of which showed similar elemental compositions, with comparable amounts, amorphous microstructures, overlapping sizes, and strong resistances against electron bombardment. Since Pósfai et al. (2003) proposed that tar balls probably corresponded to an intermediate stage in the aging of organic particles from BB, it was proposed that a fraction of K-containing organic particles could originate from tar balls. When exposed to an electron beam, surface sulfates sublimated. Elemental maps proved that C, O, and Si elements homogeneously distribute within the bulk of the particle. Homogeneous internal distributions of C and O in tar balls were previously reported (Hand et al., 2005). Also such assumption was supported by a few field studies performed in southern Africa and California (Pósfai et al., 2003; Pósfai et al., 2004; Hand et al., 2005). Both tar balls and the organic particles with minor K, Cl, and S contents were characteristic products in aged biomass plumes.

**Organic particles with inorganic inclusions.** “Organic particles with inorganic inclusions” referring to the crystalline, visible inorganic constituents and the high C contents of particles that belong to this type. Organic particles with inorganic inclusions do not have distinct morphologies under the TEM (Fig. 5). They typically contain crystalline K-salts, primarily either KCl or K₂SO₄, but the presence of KNO₃ was also inferred from composition data. The bulks of the particles contain C and minor O, and are stable in the electron beam. The composition of the inorganic inclusions varied with age of the smoke, and probably the type of biomass burnt. Potassium-salt particles were the most abundant inorganic aerosol constituents in the smoke from BB (Hand et al., 2010). Most had amorphous organic coatings or formed small inclusions in organic particles. These potassium salts were very beam-sensitive. They ranged in diameter from 20 nm to 1.5 μm, with the majority from 100 to 600 nm. Most KCl particles had euhedral morphologies, and some were rounded. Some round particles contained potassium and chlorine, and they were more beam-sensitive than the pure KCl particles. These particles were likely mixtures of KCl and NH₄Cl, which formed through reactions of chlorine and NH₃ species emitted from the biomass fire (Duo et al., 2015). Some of the potassium sulfate and nitrate crystals were rectangular or rounded, but most were irregularly shaped. Select-ed-area diffraction patterns of KCl and K₂SO₄ particles were obtained to confirm their crystallinity.

**Particles with organic coatings.** Several TEM studies have shown the biomass particles with organic coating were widespread in urban atmosphere (Adachi and Buseck, 2008; Li et al., 2010b). Most of smoke particles are in the atmosphere are coated with a carbonaceous. Similar particles, with various thickness of organic coating, have been widely observed in a variety of samples, including those from polluted continental environments (Russell et al., 2002; Niemi et al., 2006; Adachi and Buseck, 2008; Li et al., 2010b), especially in the serious fog and haze episodes in China. Organic coating was lost under strong beam bombardment, although it was shown to be less sensitive to the electron beam than sulfates and nitrates, which were different from tar ball and soot. It is believed that organic coating is composed of secondary organic fraction, which commonly forms through condensation of precursor gases on pre-existing particles such as soot (Fan et al., 2006). The high ozone and VOC concentrations in urban Shanghai atmosphere suggested that the formation of SOA from the vapor phase and their subsequent condensation may be a significant pathway in the formation of the organic coating. Previous studies have suggested that ozone, hydroxyl radical, nitrate radical, and other oxidants presented during atmospheric transport played a central role in the formation of SOA in Beijing atmosphere (Li et al., 2010b). In Shanghai, about half of VOCs come from motor vehicles, and 10–35% of VOCs was from industrial activities, indicating the organic coating in these aerosol particles were likely formed by VOCs from fuel combustion, and a lesser extent, from industrial activities (Geng et al., 2009). Laboratory experiments have found that SOA is slightly hygroscopic and exhibits a smooth water uptake with increasing humidity (Varutbangkul et al., 2006; Semeniuk et al., 2007), suggesting the formation of such coating by aqueous-phase processing of the particles during transport in the atmosphere. Organic coatings could modify the particle hygroscopicity, CCN abilities and heterogeneous chemical reactivity, indicating that the ubiquitous presence of this particle type in the atmosphere has important ramifications for the regional climate (Russell et al., 2002; Li et al., 2003; Adachi and Buseck, 2008).

**Internally mixed particles.** The smoke particles, such as soot or organic particles, are often internally mixed with S-rich particles during aging in the atmosphere. In TEM images, S-rich particles were euhedral or rounded. The sulfates readily decomposed when exposed to an electron beam. When decomposing, they left a similar carbonaceous residue. Laboratory studies showed that sulfate nucleation was often coupled with aromatic acids (Zhang et al., 2004); thus, it was not surprising that organics were present in small sulfate particles. A smaller size of the sulfate grains seemed to be homogeneous and was usually coated with an organic layer, while the larger ones were usually internally mixed with soot and organic matter (or more chemical species). Within the internally mixed particles, most of the organics may be beam-sensitive SOA. This is consistent with the usual findings that SOA was coupled with S-rich particles (Kanakidou et al., 2005). However, some particles also contained beam-resistant dark inclusions without clear morphological characteristics, which may be organic particles, collapsed soot or tar balls. Previous water dialysis experiments of individual particles have demonstrated that the coatings were water
soluble, while organic inclusions were insoluble (Okada et al., 2001; Li et al., 2010b).

Such internally mixed particles may be preferentially formed in a stagnant aerosol mass, which often occurs during episodes of serious pollution (such as urban haze), when there is insufficient wind velocity to carry pollutants away from the city. During these periods of pollutant retention, aerosols continue to collide and combine with each other, resulting in larger average sizes and complex components (Li et al., 2011b). Larger sizes are commonly associated with the polluted environment and adverse meteorological conditions (Li et al., 2010b). In high pollution areas such as Mexico City, over half of the aerosol particles consist of internally mixed soot, organic matter, and sulfates (Adachi and Buseck, 2008; Moffet et al., 2010). Sulfate coatings can have either negative or positive effects on the radiative forcing of BC. On one hand, the internally mixed sulfates can make organic matter and soot more hydrophilic and eventually make them efficient CCN. While, on the other hand, embedding sulfates act as lenses that focus light on soot and thus amplify absorption of the internal particles (Adachi and Buseck, 2008; Adachi et al., 2010; Healy et al., 2015).

4.4. Gaseous pollutants

BB is an important source of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and carbon monoxide (CO), which are precursors of ozone ($O_3$) and secondary organic aerosol (SOA), posing damage to air quality and human health. Guo et al. (2004) identified the contribution of BB to VOCs to be 11% ± 1% at a background site in eastern China (i.e., Lin’an in Zhejiang Province). Comparable contribution to VOCs was identified at a background site in central Pearl River Delta (PRD) (i.e., 11% ± 1%), southern China, and at an urban site in southwestern Hong Kong (i.e., 9% ± 2%) (Guo et al., 2011). With the source-tracer-ratio method, Yuan et al. (2010) identified the average BB contribution of 12.6% to VOCs including the oxygenated VOCs (OVOCs) in PRD. In central China, BB even accounted for 54.8% ± 0.5% of VOCs during the haze.

![TEM images of typical organic particles with inorganic inclusions. (a), (b) and (c) organic particle internally mixed with K/Cl-rich, K/S-rich and/or S-rich particles. (d) the rounded crystal KCl mixed with OC and K-rich particle. The inset is the diffraction pattern of potassium chloride. (e) the irregular K-rich particle with OC coating containing minor N, S, and Cl elements, which were likely mixtures of KCl and NH$_4$Cl. (f) the rectangular potassium sulfate particle with OC coating. The diffraction pattern is indexed into K$_2$SO$_4$. (g) the euhedral K$_2$SO$_4$ particle and K/Cl-rich particle coated by the OC layer. (h) the aggregated K$_2$SO$_4$ particles attached with OC particle. (i) the OC attached with soot and rounded KCl particle.](image)
episodes in the autumn harvest season, and it was identified as the main cause of the haze pollution in warm seasons in that region (Lyu et al., 2016). Through the bottom-up approach, the contribution of BB to VOCs was also estimated based on the emission inventories. However, they varied within a large range. For example, the contributions increased from 1.82–3.17% not necessarily the lowest (Zhang et al., 2013), to 7.6% (Bo et al., 2008), up to 13.9% not necessarily the highest (Yan et al., 2006) in Guangdong province. The uncertainties in emission factors and activity levels were the main causes of these discrepancies. In addition to these factors, the differences between the results from the top-down (e.g., source apportionment) and bottom-up methods were also due to the fact that the contributions of BB beyond the study area might be included in the results, as determined by the receptor-oriented source apportionment model, due to the long lifetimes of some BB related VOCs (i.e., ethane, ethyne and benzene). On the other hand, CO was also largely emitted from BB. Wang et al. (2002) found that CO increased considerably during the autumn season and correlated well with methyl chloride (CH3Cl), a common tracer of BB, at a rural site in eastern China, indicating the contribution of BB to CO. This contribution was further quantified as 18 ± 3% by Guo et al. (2004). Based on the emission inventory, the CO emissions from BB reached 0.5 Tg/yr in PRD (He et al., 2011b) and even summed up to 16.5 Tg/yr in whole China in the early 2000s (Yan et al., 2006).

The source profiles of VOCs for the BB were determined from the laboratory and field tests. Although the physical and chemical characteristics of the combustion materials and combustion modes (i.e., fire burning and smoldering) influenced the VOCs emissions, many similarities were found. Zhang et al. (2013) collected the rice straw and sugarcane leaves in PRD and tested the emission factors of VOCs in the laboratory. The results indicated that the top 10 non-methane VOCs (NMVOCs) in the emissions were ethene, ethane, propene, ethyne, propane, benzene, isoprene, 1-butene and m/p-xylene, among which the C2 species accounted for >50% by volume. However, ethene, ethane, propene, ethyne, n-butane, propene, i-pentane, n-pentane, toluene and i-butane were the most abundant VOCs in the combustion of sugarcane leaves. Liu et al. (2008) collected the biofuel burning samples in a farmer’s house in PRD, and analyzed the source profiles for the combustion of wheat, corn and wood, according to which CH3Cl, ethene, ethane, ethyne, propene, 1,3-butadiene and BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes) were suggested as the tracers of BB in Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, the outdoor barbecue was a typical type of BB. Two samples were collected near a barbecue stove. Table 2 lists the top 10 NMVOCs in the two samples. It was found that the C2-C4 hydrocarbons, benzene and toluene were the main VOCs emitted from barbecues.

Based on the known source profiles of BB, the species-specific loadings of VOCs could be determined with the source apportionment techniques. CHCl3 and acetonitrile (CH3CN) were often treated as the tracers of BB. It was found that the mixing ratios of CH3Cl increased significantly in summer and autumn at Lin’an site (p < 0.05), when the field and domestic combustion of crop residues increased (Guo et al., 2004). In addition, Lyu et al. (2016) found that CH2Cl and CH3CN were both higher on the BB induced haze days than those on the non-haze days in Wuhan, central China. Apart from the typical tracers, BB gave off a large amount of VOCs, such as ethene, ethane and ethyne, representative of incomplete combustion, and the aromatics including benzene, toluene and xylene isomers. It was found that C2-C3 alkene, ethene and benzene were the predominant VOCs in the emissions of BB, which was responsible for 16% ± 3% and 11% ± 2% of ethene and benzene, respectively, based on the source profiles determined in eastern China (Guo et al., 2004). Similarly, the C2 hydrocarbons (i.e., ethene, ethyne and ethyne) dominated in the emissions of BB in Hong Kong and PRD (southern China), which comprised ~45% and ~80% of ethene in Hong Kong and PRD, respectively (Guo et al., 2011). During the autumn haze episodes in Wuhan (central China), BB emissions contributed 60.8% ± 0.3%, 71.3% ± 0.5%, 65.0% ± 0.4% and 85.2% ± 0.7% to ethene, ethyne, ethene and benzene, respectively (Lyu et al., 2016). OVCs were also a significant group in BB emissions. It was reported that acetone and acetaldehyde were the most abundant two OVOCs in the emissions of straw burning (Zhang et al., 2013). With CH3CN as the tracer, Yuan et al. (2010) found that an autumn BB contributed 17.7% and 12.3% to acetaldehyde and acetone, respectively. Apart from these two species, formaldehyde, propanal, methylglyoxal, methanol and isoprene and its oxidation products were also detected in BB emissions.

The ratios between VOCs species were often employed to help identify the sources of VOCs. For example, the ratio of ethyne/ethane (0.49–1.02) in the source of BB identified by Guo et al. (2011) was comparable to that (0.57) in the plume of a fresh BB (Blake et al., 1994). A comparable ratio of ethyne/ethane (0.67) was also observed in a sample collected near a barbecue stove in Hong Kong. However, it was much lower in another barbecue sample (0.12) and those (0.30 and 0.21 for the combustion of rice straw and sugarcane leaves, respectively) determined by laboratory experiments in PRD (Zhang et al., 2013). Similarly, the dry grass combustion samples collected in central PRD had high ratios of ethyne/propane (8.3) and benzene/propane (1.6) (Wang et al., 2005a). However, the ratios were much lower in the combustion emissions of rice straw and sugarcane (Zhang et al., 2013), and barbecue samples. Noticeably, the ratios of VOCs varied within a large range in different studies, which might relate to the materials and modes of the combustions. Therefore, it was not reliable to identify BB with the only signature of VOC ratios. Future analyses should be based on the variations of the tracer concentrations and/or the source apportionments.

### 4.5. PAHs

PAHs are a class of hazardous air pollutants, which are predominantly produced from the incomplete combustion of organic materials, e.g. coal, wood and other biomasses. Because PAHs are classified as carcinogenic (IARC, 2010), the US EPA has issued a list of 16 priority PAHs to be monitored in risk assessment exercises. For example, a large scale study by Zhang et al. (2009b) has estimated that the inhalation of airborne PAHs led to the overall population annual excess of the lung cancer incidence rate of 0.65 × 10−5 in China. Meanwhile, BB is an important source of PAHs, especially because most BB provided a favorable condition for PAH formations and consequently has high emission factors for PAHs (Ravindra et al., 2008).

In China, recent studies by Li et al. (2016d) and Tao et al. (2011) have estimated the contribution of BB to the total PAH emission. The combination of firewood and straw burning accounted for the largest proportion of PAH emission in China. But the overall contribution of BB to the total emission of PAHs decreased from about 55% in 2003 (Zhang et al., 2008e) to about 40% (Li et al., 2016d), Zhang et al. (2008e) also estimated the PAH emission from open straw burning during the harvest season at 2.4% of the total PAH emission in China in 2003. Although there are differences in the calculation between the two studies in term of PAH emission factors from different sources, the reduction of PAH emission from BB can partly be explained by the reduction in biomass consumption (NBSC, National Bureau of Statistic of China, 2004–2014).

### Table 2

Top 10 NMVOCs in the two samples collected near a barbecue stove in Hong Kong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
<td>Mixing ratio/ppbv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethene</td>
<td>458.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethane</td>
<td>275.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyne</td>
<td>184.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propene</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3-Butadiene</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Butane</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Hexane</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The emissions of PAHs to the atmosphere were dominated by the light weight PAHs such as Naphthalene, Phenanthrene, Pyrene, Fluorene, Acenaphthylene, Anthracene, and Acenaphthene, while the emissions of the heavier PAHs such as Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), Benzo[b]fluoranthene, Benzo[k]fluoranthene, Benzo[g,h,i]perylene, Dibenz(ah)anthracene, and Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene were minimal (Li et al., 2016d).

As the extent of BB varies across China, the level of PAH emission from BB also varies from region to region. It was estimated that the Northern China Plain and the Sichuan Basin and southern China region are heavy emitters of biofuel PAHs while the Northeast region of China is the main emitter of PAHs from wildfire burnings (Zhang et al., 2008e). It is because the Northern China Plain and the Sichuan Basin produce the bulk of wheat straw from its crop, which has significantly higher emission factors of PAHs compared with other kinds of crop residues. The southern China region also burns a large quantity of rice straw, but the emission of PAHs is lower thanks to the much lower emission factor of rice straw (Zhang et al., 2008e). A more recent research by Lin et al. (2015b) also confirmed that the high level of PAHs in the North China region was due to biomass/coal combustion using a diagnostic ratio of different PAHs, although there was no method to clearly distinguish between emissions from biomass and coal burning (Shen et al., 2013).

The seasonal variation of PAH emissions across China was first evaluated by Zhang and Tao (2008) for two types of BBs including biofuel burning from the residential sector and open burning of agricultural wastes and wildfires where the authors used a regression model for energy consumption in all provinces of China. Overall, PAH emissions from BB (a combination of biofuel combustion and open fires) were higher in the cold season (from November to March) due to burning for the purpose of heating, and were lower in warm season, except a small emission peak in July and August due to the occurrence of wildfires; however, the profiles differed greatly among the six geographical zones of China (Northeast, North, Northwest, South, Southwest and Tibetan plateau). For example, while North China had the largest variation of PAH emission between winter and summer and was also impacted by open fires in the summer, South and Southwest China had smaller variation thanks to weaker heating demand in winter and were not affected by open fires as they are far away from the burning areas (Zhang et al., 2008e).

In order to better understand the profiles and inventories of PAH emissions from BB, it is important to obtain the reliable emission factors (EFs). However, EFs of PAHs are usually the main source of uncertainties in recently developed emission inventories (Shen et al., 2013). There are multiple causes for this situation. First, there are a limited number of studies reporting EFs of PAHs from BB in the literature including in China. Second, the results of emission measurement varied remarkably depending on fuel types and the design of burning facilities. For example, EFs of \( \sum_{15} \)PAHs for wheat straw was reported at as high as 234 mg/kg by Zhang et al. (2008a), but was reported only at 1.1 mg/kg in a different study reported later (Zhang et al., 2011a). Therefore, it is necessary to conduct more measurements and to agree on a common measurement protocol, so that the experimental outcomes are comparable and could be utilized in different contexts. It is also noted that PAHs emitted from BB are in both gaseous and particulate phases and their emissions were reported to be closely related to the emissions of particulate matters (PM) of different sizes (Shen et al., 2013). Therefore, the types of biomass fuels that have high EFs for PM would likely to have high EFs for PAHs, posing an increased risk for the exposed population.

Emissions of PAHs from BB, particularly from the residential sector, are important contributors to the total emissions of PAHs in China. More importantly, indoor BB generates a range of air pollutants including PAHs that threaten the healthy living of the inhabitants. Controlling the residential emissions of PAHs will not only reduce the total emissions of PAHs but also lower the health risk of the population with lower economic status. The most effective approach may be to encourage the use of clean stoves or alternative fuels. While BB will continue to be an important energy source in the rural areas because of easy access and very low cost, the introduction of new clean stoves will improve fuel efficiency and reduce indoor air pollution (Chen et al., 2016). At the same time, traditional biomass fuels should be replaced with biogas or pelletized biomass. Those alternative fuels can be produced locally and are not likely to add significant cost to the household energy budget. Such programs could also be promoted by the government through economic incentives and technical assistance to achieve better population health outcome.

4.6. Emissions, trends and control

Studies have estimated short- and long-term BB emissions of carbo-

aceous aerosol (e.g., BC, OC, PM\(_{2.5}\)) and pollutants like PAHs, CO\(_2\), VOCs etc. in China. The spatiotemporal distributions and dynamic trends for the emissions have also been characterized based on inventory calculation, atmospheric chemical transportation simulation, and national economic-official data assessments (Saikawa et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2011; Qin and Xie, 2012; Li et al., 2014b; Zhang et al., 2015a). Domestic fuel use of biomass has declined dramatically in rural areas due to the more widespread supply of clean and cheap energy like electricity, LPG (liquid petroleum gases), and methane, in the process of new countryside construction and urbanization (Zeng et al., 2007; Zhang, 2011). In contrast, field burnings, especially agricultural fire emissions increased sharply over the past decades (He et al., 2011b; Lu et al., 2011; Qin and Xie, 2011, 2012). Crop straw productions and percentage of straw field burnt are the two key parameters to assess agricultural open burning emissions, and they are also what make BB a major source of anthropogenic pollution (Reid et al., 2005a; Cao et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2012). Annual crop straw productions are of the magnitude of 10\(^7\) million tons in China. A significant yearly exponential growth of 3.4% has been observed since 1949 when crop production was only ~0.8 \times 10^4 g to reach over 7.4 \times 10^4 g in 2014. National field burning rate of the crop residues is commonly believed to be 15.2%–27.2% (Cao et al., 2006; Wang and Zhang, 2008; Zhang et al., 2011a), which means over 100 million tons crop straw is being burnt annually in the field. Vast uncertainties in provincial or regional burning rates are reported in different publications, e.g., the variable rate is 0 in Beijing in the work of Cao et al. (2006, 2011), but 17% reported by Wang and Zhang (2008). He et al. (2011a, 2011b) estimated field burning rate for Pearl River Delta to be 31.9%, however, according to a government report in 2013 (National Development and Reform Commission report, [2014] No. 516, data available at http://www.sdp.gov.cn/), in Chinese, the corresponding figure is 28.4%. Zhao et al. (2012) have assumed that 100% of crop straw are field combusted in Hubei region, while official reported data are 22.3%. Besides, regional field burning rates are proposed and proved to be proportional to the peasants’ income level, i.e., ignoring government policy-profit orientation and awaken of public environmental protection awareness, more agricultural residues will be discarded to be burnt with the development of rural economies (Chen, 2001; Cao et al., 2006; Qin and Xie, 2011). Qin and Xie (2011, 2012) deduced year-specific regional open burning rates from 1980 to 2009 based on parameters of the fixed year, over a tenfold increment of the burning rates were found within the past decades. Furthermore, multi-year anthropogenic BC emission figures were derived using the dynamic emission factors and burning activity rates. The results showed a rapid increase, with annual fluctuation of national BC emissions, from ~0.87 Tg in 1980 to ~1.88 Tg in 2009. Residential biofuel consumption contributed ~40% of this increase with 15%–20% from crop residues burning and 15%–30% from firewood combustion, while agricultural waste open burnings made up ~6%. Temporal emission characters of BC show a diminishing trend of residential contribution since 1996 but a rapid and steady increase trend of biomass open burning production (Qin and Xie, 2011, 2012). Moreover, specific spatial distribution of BB emissions was identified, with the emissions occurring mainly in the North Plain, the Northeast and the Pan-Pearl River Delta regions,
mainly result from a reduction in emissions from biofuel and coal. Driv-
28.7% on average, compared with that in 1995, and that this would
2020, and they found that BC emissions in 2020 would decrease by
three scenarios for 2010 and 2030. Ohara et al. (2007) applied the pro-
for the nearest future in China has been conducted by many studies. Zhou et al. (2003) developed three emission scenarios for 2010 and 2030 based on long-term energy-economic structures and energy-emission control technology development, and on the basis of emission scenarios and emissions for 2000. The results showed that biofuel burning emissions and their atmospheric contributions decreased under all three scenarios for 2010 and 2030. Ohara et al. (2007) applied the projection from Zhou et al. (2003) to assess emissions in China for 2010–2020, and they found that BC emissions in 2020 would decrease by ~28.7% on average, compared with that in 1995, and that this would mainly result from a reduction in emissions from biofuel and coal. Driven by IPCC scenarios, Streets et al. (2001) predicted the same BC emission changes with 8% decrement for 2020 in China (open burning emissions were excluded), because of decreased use of biofuel and coal. Later, Streets et al. (2004) forecasted the future worldwide emissions of primary carbonaceous aerosol for 2030 and 2050 on the basis of 1996 emission figures, considering the only sources of energy gener-
an open BB. The authors projected the decline of both OC and EC emissions for 2030 and 2050 in the East Asia, as China moves away from residential use of coal and also biomass open burning. Based on emission inventories for BC, OC, sulfate and SO2 in China for 2000 (BB emissions dominated), Saikawa et al. (2009) analyzed future emissions for 2030 upon the hypothesis of governmental policy implementation and enforcement, and they found that aggressive emission control will lead to 50% reduction in premature deaths, while high emission scenario would present the inverse effect, and the radiative forcing effect changes would also depend on the emission scenarios.

However, the predictions of BB emissions in China driven by environ-
mental and economic prospects or historical trends are all moderate and conservative, the government policy enforcement can be more severe and effective, it may not be economically efficient, but harsh enough to achieve the emission control goals, like the fire-forbidding policy implementations during Beijing Olympic Games 2008, Shanghai World Expo 2010, Beijing APEC 2015, and the nearest Hangzhou G20 Forum 2016, etc., primary emissions over wide-scale regions are surely decreased to realize the short-term control policy and meet the “blue sky” standard (e.g., APEC blue) ( Wang et al., 2010; Xin et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012b; Guo et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2013a; Chen et al., 2015a, 2015b; Yang et al., 2016). Normalization of BB or agricultural field burning forbidden will be forecastable, the reduction of primary anthropogenic pollutants emissions will also be divinable, and then we may meet more complicated environmental problems, such as the trans-
formation from atmospheric pollutions leading by fine particles to ozone pollution, and marginal effect in pollutants control to meet the WHO (World Health Organization) standard (Hope, 2008; Shindell et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2014; Doherty, 2015; Wang et al., 2016a).

5. Biomass burning plume

5.1 Transport

Smoke from BB and desert dust are two of the main atmospheric constituents that affect the air quality and climate due to their massive plumes that can travel thousands of kilometers downwind. The monitoring of these plumes is only possible through the satellite measurements (Kahn et al., 2007). The OMI is a nadir viewing imaging spectrometer onboard NASA’s Aura satellite, which was especially designed to replace the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) in measurements of ozone and UV-absorbing aerosols, such as smoke and desert dust (Torres et al., 2007; Torres et al., 2013) via the UV aerosol index (AAI) absorbing aerosol index (AAI). Therefore, smoke plumes have a clear signal in AAI values (Kaskaoutis et al., 2011, 2014) allowing us to monitor their transport pathways. However, a similar sensitivity of AAI is for the desert dust and there is no way to discriminate between these aerosol types using only OMI-AI retrievals. Thus, the discrimination between smoke plumes and desert dust is possible with the combined use of other satellite retrievals, such as AIRS or MOPITT CO measurements, since CO is a product of BB (Ding et al., 2015). Furthermore, another disadvantage in considering AAI as a measure of the BB aerosols is its great sensitivity to the height of the aerosol plume. Therefore, smoke plumes at elevated heights result in larger AAI values, even if they are not as thick as the plumes near the ground. This fact limits the utilization of AAI for monitoring of the BB aerosols. Furthermore, the OMI measures several air pollutants, including NO2, SO2 with global daily coverage (http://aura.gsfc.nasa.gov/instruments/omi.html), which are products of any kind of burning, including biofuel and fossil-fuel combustion. Thus, in combination with FC from MODIS, NO2 and SO2 concentrations may be examined over areas far away from urban and industrialized centers in order to assess the contribution of BB (Chubarova et al., 2012; Kaskaoutis et al, 2014).

5.2 Atmospheric aging

Emissions released directly from sources are referred to as primary, or fresh emissions including gaseous organic and particle-phase organic (primary organic aerosol, POA) species. In contrast, processed emissions are the result of atmospheric photochemical processing (aging) of primary species. The aging can be referred to a variety of gas-to-particle conversions and particle changes within the atmosphere. Probably the most important aging pathway is chemical oxidation of primary gaseous compounds (volatile organic species, VOCs), emitted directly from an emission source, to form saturated low-vapor-pressure organic species that often condense onto the pre-existing particles and form secondary organic aerosol (SOA) (Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Seinfeld and Pankow, 2003). Gaseous species in smoke emissions can partition onto the particle phase by gas-phase oxidation and form SOA. Therefore, BB aerosols are found to be strongly related to SOA formation (DeCarlo et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2013). SOA has been recognized as an important contributor to PM pollution, having considerable effects on climate (changing radiation balance by scattering insolation and acting as a CCN) and adverse impacts on human health (Pope and Dockery, 2006; Hallquist et al., 2009). It has been assessed that 40 to 70% of the total VOCs in the atmosphere are transformed through photochemical oxidation process to form SOA (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007). The most common photochemical oxidizers in the atmosphere are hydroxyl radicals (OH) (during daytime), nitrate radical (NO3) (during nighttime) and
ozone (O₃) [during night and daytime hours] (Jacobson et al., 2000; Rollins et al., 2012; Lambe et al., 2015). In most of the environments, including China, photochemical reactions with OH are the dominant anthropogenic VOCs scavengers (Warneke et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2013). Some studies suggested the fast formation of SOA species even within a half of a day (Kleinman et al., 2008; DeCarlo et al., 2008; Dzepina et al., 2009). BB aerosol lifespans is estimated to be 3.8 ± 0.8 days, which likely provides enough time for significant atmospheric transformations (Edwards et al., 2006). SOA generation potential from VOC, using an emission inventory, was estimated throughout China. Cities characterized with the highest values were found to be Hong Kong, Beijing and Shanghai respectively (Yuan et al., 2013). According to this study aromatic VOC species can contribute most to SOA yields in China. However, large uncertainties related to this data emphasize the need of characterizing the SOA portions that cannot be estimated by known VOC emission inventories. Under ambient conditions, most of the POA are sufficiently volatile to release their content into the gaseous phase and will not remain for a long period of time in the aerosol phase (Donahue et al., 2009). Therefore another important part of aging process is oxidation of gaseous species that are transferred from primary particle-phase organics. Moreover it is observed that large portion of ambient organic fraction can be present in both, particle and gas phase due to its semivolatile nature and can shift from one phase to another (Shrivastava et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2007). The semivolatile nature of BB aerosol has been suggested (Robinson et al., 2007; Grieshop et al., 2009). Therefore, atmospheric aging of BB plumes can be considered a complex and a very dynamic process.

So far the main approaches used in China to investigate aging of BB emissions are transmission electron microscopy coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS). More details about studies performed and results obtained related to these approaches are given in the following paragraphs.

5.2.1. TEM coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) approach

Changes in morphology, composition and mixing state of individual BB-related particles during the aging was extensively investigated in China using the TEM coupled with EDX spectroscopy. A similar approach has been used in other parts of the world (Pósfai et al., 2003; Semeniuk et al., 2007). Some important features of BB-related particles transformed during the aging are presented here. Soot (EC), organic fraction, potassium nitrate (KNO₃) and potassium sulfate (K₂SO₄) are the dominant species found in BB plumes emitted during the agricultural burning activities (Li et al., 2010a), the major sources of BB aerosol in China. Potassium species are predominantly composed of KNO₃ and K₂SO₄ that are formed in heterogeneous reactions of nitric and sulfuric acids with potassium chloride (KCl), an important fraction of fresh plume emissions (Li et al., 2003; Engelke et al., 2009; Li et al., 2015). It was observed that during the aging of BB smoke potassium rich particles form inclusions/aggregates with organic matter, and that organic species found in these forms are mostly of hydrophobic nature. Potassium rich species in aging studies, observed in China, are also often covered by a layer of organics, which are found to be predominantly water soluble species (Li et al., 2010a). Organic coatings are associated with SOA formation, more precisely they are formed in the partitioning of low volatility species that are products of VOC oxidation (Li et al., 2010b; Fu et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2016b). Li and Shao (2009) suggested that organic coatings can be an explanation for the increased cooling effect observed in China during periods of high brown haze and relative humidity. Soot particles in BB emissions can be found in a form of aggregates or inclusions mostly with potassium and sulfur rich compounds and/or organic species (Johnson et al., 2005; Li and Shao, 2010; Li et al., 2010b). Therefore processing of soot aerosol with plume age often alters its inert and hydrophobic structure. Spherical species similar to tar balls, which are suggested to be a fraction of aged plumes (Pósfai et al., 2003), were also found in BB emissions in China (Fu et al., 2012). According to these studies, organics can significantly change the morphology, composition, mixing state, size and hygroscopicity of inorganic and soot particles and can further drive the atmospheric fate of these species (e.g. CCN potential and physiochemical reactivity).

5.2.2. Aerosol mass spectrometry approach

In general, the main aim of monitoring aging of smoke plumes was directed to organic species as they are mostly non-inert atmospheric fractions with comprehensive structure and therefore complex atmospheric fate. The chemical aging of OA portion in BB plumes has been extensively investigated using the AMS technique (Capes et al., 2008; Yokelson et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010; Cubison et al., 2011). The AMS method provides a real time size-resolved chemical characterization of submicron (PM₁) non-refractory species (Jimenez et al., 2003; Drewnick et al., 2009).

Using the AMS approach fresh and aged BB emissions can be distinguished by different organic mass signatures in the AMS mass spectra (Alfarra et al., 2007; Cubison et al., 2011). The evolution of BB emissions in the ambient and simulated atmosphere often results in enhanced portion of oxygenated organic fraction (OOA) and degradation of species that are indicators of BB origin (DeCarlo et al., 2008; Capes et al., 2008; Cubison et al., 2011). The parameter f44, the ratio of the integrated signal at m/z 44 (fragment CO₂⁺) to the total signal intensity originated from organic component of mass spectrum, measured by the AMS, has been found to be the main marker for OOA fraction (Volkamer et al., 2006; Jimenez et al., 2009; Ortega et al., 2013). In addition, the AMS parameter f60 is widely used as BB emission signature. Signal intensity for m/z 60 (fragment C₈H₈O₂⁺) is directly correlated to the concentration of levoglucosan-like species, previously identified as a substantial fraction and tracer of BB emissions (Simoneit et al., 1999; Alfarra et al., 2007; Aiken et al., 2009). It has been estimated that aerosols characterized by an f60 value higher than 0.3 ± 0.06% are influenced by plume emissions (Cubison et al., 2011).

A graphical approach introduced by Cubison et al. (2011) has been widely applied in characterization and evolution estimation of BB plumes. Fresh BB aerosols can be easily distinguished from aged, highly oxidized species by estimating f44 and f60 from the plot (f44 vs f60). Most of the studies have demonstrated the same trend of f44 increase and f60 decrease with aging (Alfarra et al., 2007; May et al., 2015). This approach has limited use in studies performed in China due to difficulties to separate the BB plume emissions from a number of other pollutants abundant in China (Zhang et al., 2015b; Xu et al., 2015). In the Xu et al. (2015) study, that employed the AMS during intense BB periods in China, decreasing trend of f60 and increasing trend of f44 with aging was observed.

Aging of smoke plumes as they move from the source can also be illustrated by the change in the mass spectrum of different factors extracted by a PMF. The PMF evaluation tool (Paatero and Tapper, 1994) has been extensively used in the source apportionment of the AMS OA data (Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Crippa et al., 2014). The PMF approach is used to identify the major factors that are responsible for the OA plume emissions. These factors can be distinguished by their shape and size distribution, which correspond to smoke plumes of different degree of processing, fresh-like and aged-like BB organic aerosol (BBOA) factors (Capes et al., 2008; Bougiatioti et al., 2007; Brito et al., 2014). BBOA factors have distinctive f44 intensity (Aiken et al., 2008). The OC ratio of BBOA factor thus reflects processing level of BB emission.

Fresh BBOA factor was extracted during the autumn season in urban and rural areas of Pearl River Delta (PRD) with OC ratio of 0.32 and 0.27, respectively (Huang et al., 2011; He et al., 2011a). Detected BB aerosol was associated with crop burning emissions. BBOA profile with the
same OC ratio (0.26) was seen in winter for Yangtze River Delta (YRD) region, possibly due to open burning in the farmlands (Huang et al., 2013b). Low OC ratio in these studies indicates presence of primary emissions. BBOA profiles with similar OC contribution were extracted in many laboratory and ambient studies (DeCarlo et al., 2008; Aiken et al., 2009; Grieshop et al., 2009; He et al., 2010; Chirico et al., 2010; Crippa et al., 2014). PMF resolved aged BBOA profile was also extracted in China. During an autumn period in Beijing (Xu et al., 2015) BBOA factor with OC ratio of 0.5 was extracted, similarly to the profile observed in YRD during the same season period (Zhang et al., 2015b). These oxygenated BB profiles are comparable to studies outside of China (DeCarlo et al., 2010; Brito et al., 2014) and can be related to aged plumes probably transported from the surrounding regions. Aged BB aerosol can lose its BB signature during the atmospheric transformations and transit to a highly oxygenated aerosol fraction, which corresponds to the PMF resolved low volatility OOA (LVOOA) factor (Jimenez et al., 2009). Zhang et al. (2015b) observed a decreasing trend of BBOA factors with aging suggesting the fast evolution of smoke organic fraction into OOA-like species.

Aerosol processing has been investigated in Beijing during winter (Sun et al., 2013) and summer (Sun et al., 2012) periods, using an aerosol chemical speciation monitor for chemical composition measurements. The portion of organic fraction was found to be higher in winter time (52%) compared to summer time (40%). This trend was attributed to increased POA fraction (mainly coal emissions but also includes BB and traffic plumes) that contributes to 70% of OC, while SOA contribution was shown to be similar in both seasons. In addition, it is suggested that contrary to the summer period, when photochemical processing is dominant due to increased temperature and solar radiation, winter time is instead characterized by aqueous reactions of primary emissions that are emitted and accumulated over the night, when partitioning of gaseous species due to low temperature and high relative humidity take place.

5.2.3. Ozone formation in biomass burning emissions

It has been observed that aging of BB plumes can induce production of tropospheric ozone (Real et al., 2007). Excess of main ozone precursors, VOCs, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide (CO), generated by fire emissions promote additional atmospheric pathways for ozone production (Real et al., 2007; Ding et al., 2008; Parrington et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2013b; Ding et al., 2015). Ozone enrichments that have been associated with BB have been observed mainly in Eastern China. The highest ozone concentration over the PRD region was showed to be in the spring season with concentrations up to 138 ppbv (Liu et al., 1999). Increased ozone pollution in this region has frequently been observed by number of studies and attributed to transport of photochemically produced ozone initiated by the BB plumes from fires in the South-East Asia (Indo Burma region) (Chan et al., 2000; Chan et al., 2003; Deng et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2013). Increased ozone concentrations related to BB activities (dominantly from post-harvest crop burning) during the summer period have also been observed in YRD (Cheung and Wang, 2001) and in urban and rural parts of Northern China (Ding et al., 2008; Meng et al., 2009). These authors also suggested a significant impact of transported aged smoke masses that carry photochemically formed ozone.

As ozone is a secondary pollutant that reflects the photochemical potential of the atmosphere, ozone enhancement in BB emissions has been used as a proxy for air mass photochemical activity (Hobbs et al., 2003; Real et al., 2007; Yokelson et al., 2009; Jaffe et al., 2012). According to studies in China, high photochemical activity illustrated by ozone enrichments can indicate an environment conducive to secondary aerosol formation. The ratio of ozone relative to CO ($\Delta$O3/$\Delta$CO) increases with the aging of BB aerosols (Yokelson et al., 2009; Jaffe et al., 2013; Wigder et al., 2013). According to Mauzerall et al. (1998) and Honrath et al. (2004), $\Delta$O3/$\Delta$CO values for aged BB aerosols range between 0.1 and 0.7 (Jaffe et al., 2012). To the best of our knowledge studies like this have not been published so far in China. This again emphasizes the need to perform smoke tracking experiments in China especially in the highly polluted Eastern part, in order to estimate the potential for SOA formation and the role of ozone in this process in highly polluted areas.

Overall, numerous AMS measurements in regards to BB aging have been performed worldwide. Field studies included ground-based measurements and aircraft measurements, where more details can be obtained by tracking the plume (Capes et al., 2008; Yokelson et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010). Tracking smoke plumes provides insights into the real time atmospheric transformation processes (dilution, nucleation, condensation, repartitioning, oxidation, fragmentation etc.). There are also many laboratory-based measurements on this subject (Hennigan et al., 2011; Heringa et al., 2011; Ortega et al., 2013). Many studies have investigated the evolution of smoke plume emissions and there is no demonstrated consistency in the OA production in BB emission with aging. While some studies have shown increased OA mass with plume age (Lee et al., 2008; Yokelson et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010; Heringa et al., 2011), others have found no significant change in the OA fraction (Capes et al., 2008; Cubison et al., 2011; Akagi et al., 2012; Brito et al., 2014; May et al., 2015).

The evolution and processing of smoke emissions and their influence on air quality in China is still poorly understood (Zhang et al., 2015b). It is a challenge to isolate the plume emissions and monitor them in highly polluted environments with a number of different sources. It has been observed that BB emissions which are in the process of aging can be promptly transformed into the OOA fraction. Therefore BB emissions can significantly influence the SOA budget in China. Ozone enrichments in BB plumes also suggest intensive photochemistry in the atmosphere across China (Ding et al., 2008, 2013b; Zhou et al., 2015). It is also important to characterize the mixing of plumes with other regional pollutants in the atmosphere during the aging process (Cubison et al., 2011), as China has many other important pollution sources. According to the reviewed studies, better regulation of BB activities is still needed in order to provide a less polluted environment. Huang et al. (2014) suggested regulating BB activities in China, especially in Guangzhou and Xi’an where higher non-fossil carbon fractions of SOA (up to 85% of SOA mass) than in Shanghai and Beijing was attributed to the enhanced BB contribution.

6. Impacts resulting from biomass burning

6.1. Severe haze episodes

According to Du et al.’s classification, haze episode is defined as the visibility below 10 km and accompanied by relative humidity <90% (RH < 90%) for a period lasting longer than 4 h (Du et al., 2011). As the low visibility is mainly because of high PM2.5 mass concentration during haze episodes, here, we simply define severe haze episodes as PM2.5 mass concentration higher than 200 μg/m3, accompanied by RH < 90% and longer than 4 h. Many severe haze episodes associated with BB were promptly reported by news, TV and media in China. Scientific papers reporting haze events usually appear more than one year after the actual events. During 9–11 June 2012, a thick yellow haze blanketed Nanjing and adjacent cities in the west Yangtze River delta region (Ding et al., 2013a). In late afternoon of 9 June 2012, the PM2.5 concentration at the SORPES station in Nanjing experienced a sharp increase in a 5 min maximum, up to 468 μg/m3 at 20:00 LT, followed by prolonged high concentration of PM2.5 mass with an average value in excess of 200 μg/m3 that lasted for about 36 h. Higher KCl/PM2.5 and CO/PM2.5 ratios were evident during the episode days, suggesting emissions from and chemical characteristics of BB and fossil fuel combustion plumes (Ding et al., 2013a). However, 2–3 days after this event, when the BB plumes recirculated from the South of the YRD region, severe ozone pollution was recorded at the same site (Ding et al., 2013b).
Sun et al. (2015) reported aerosol chemical species from a summer campaign at Xianghe, a suburban site located between the megacities of Beijing and Tianjin during 1–30 June 2013. The mass concentration of organics in PM2.5 rapidly increased from ~20 μg/m³ to 247 μg/m³ on 23 June due to the impact of agricultural burning. They found that the contribution of BBOA (BB organic aerosol) was increased to 21% during the BB period in late June, indicating a large impact of agricultural burning on air pollution in summer 2013. BB also exerted a significant impact on aerosol optical properties, and it was estimated that ~60% enhancement of absorption at the ultraviolet spectral region was caused by the organic compounds from BB (Sun et al., 2015).

Wang et al. (2016b) investigated the mixing state of individual carbonaceous particles during the severe haze episode by a single-particle aerosol mass spectrometer (SPAMS) in Nanjing in January 2013. On clear days, the top ranked carbonaceous particle types were biomass (48.2%), EC-biomass (15.7%), OC/EC (11.1%), and sodium (9.6%), while on hazy days they were biomass (37.3%), EC-biomass (17.6%), EC-secondary (16.6%), and sodium (12.7%) (Wang et al., 2016b). In the average mass spectra for EC-biomass particles, large peaks of dual polarity EC cluster ions ([12C]+/-, [24C2]+/-, [36C3]+/-, ...[Cn]+/-) suggested that biomass particles may be mixed with EC or aggregated with EC particles during the aging process of EC. The fractions of EC-biomass particles were 15.7% and 17.6% on clear and hazy days, respectively (Wang et al., 2016b).

There have been reported many cases of haze episodes by BB with seized-resolved source apportionment and water-soluble potassium (K+) increased properties (Wang et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016). It is obvious that BB is one of the most significant reasons to drive rapidly server haze episodes (Wang et al., 2009b).

6.2. Air quality impact

BB is a global phenomenon that releases large quantities of gaseous and particulate pollutants into the atmosphere, including CO2, CO, VOCs, PM10, PM2.5, BC, OC, EC and other compounds (Streets et al., 2003; Li et al., 2010; Yamaji et al., 2009; Shi and Yamaguchi, 2014; Zhang et al., 2015a; Ding et al., 2016b). In China, it has been estimated that the total annual emissions due to crop residue burning were 120 Tg CO2, 4.6 Tg CO, 0.88 Tg PM2.5, 0.39 Tg OC and 0.02 Tg EC in the year 2008 (Ni et al., 2015). The tremendous annual amounts of combustion products from BB into the atmosphere pose a threat to China’s air quality. Literature indicates that BB has adverse environmental effects both locally and at large distances downwind. It is necessary to prohibit the open burning of crop residues in order to protect public health and the environment (Zhang and Cao, 2015b; Gustafsson et al., 2009).

6.2.1. Annual and seasonal characteristics

The annual and seasonal contributions of the biomass-burning source to ambient PM2.5 have been reported for Beijing, Dongying and Chengdu (Zhang et al., 2013; Tao et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2016a), three cities located in North, Central East, and Southwest China, respectively. Combining PMF receptor model and BB markers (levoglucosan and K+), it was possible to show that BB had higher contributions during intense farming (spring and autumn) and cold (winter) seasons, than in the hot season (summer) (Fig. 6), consistent with the timings of open burning of crop residues for elimination of agricultural waste and domestic combustion of biomass fuels for heating and cooking. On annual average basis, BB contributed 12%, 15.8%, and 11% of PM2.5 mass in Beijing, Dongying, and Chengdu, respectively.

Besides using receptor statistical models for source apportionment, satellite remote sensing sensors such as MODIS are also frequently used to detect agricultural fires on the ground (Zhang et al., 2010a; Sang et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012a, b; Chen and Xie, 2014; Hua et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015b). According to Zha (2013), the numbers of total agricultural fire sites in China were 5514 in 2009 and 4225 in 2010, among which >80% were scattered across the heartland of agricultural regions such as Anhui, Jiangsu, Shandong, Henan and Hebei provinces. Moreover, the agricultural fires had a seasonal pattern, with two distinct peaks in summer (late spring/early summer) and autumn harvest periods, especially in June (61–86%) and October (5–14%) (Zha et al., 2013). This seasonal pattern was also supported by Zhang et al. (2016b) since their results revealed that the monthly PM2.5 emission ratios of straw burning to other anthropogenic sources during June, the harvest period for many regions, were several times larger than the annual ratios at national, regional, and province levels.

6.2.2. Impact assessment of BB episodes

Field burning of crop residues is common both in rural agricultural regions and peri-urban areas in China which are used to control weeds and clear agricultural combustible waste inexpensively. Although the emissions are not spread evenly throughout the year, open burning of biomass (e.g. rice straw, wheat straw, corn stalk, etc.) results in intensive emissions of air pollutants into the environment in a short period, which rapidly degrades the local air quality and eventually causes regional air pollution. Assessments of air quality impact due to BB events with respect to particulate matter and gaseous pollutants have been studied over many regions of China, focusing on North, East, South, and Southwest China. The locations of some of the above mentioned provinces and cities can be seen in the map in Fig. 7.

a. North China. Based on MODIS images, large-scale flow field charts and environmental monitoring data, Li et al. (2008) found that winter wheat area of the North China Plain was the main source of straw burning pollution in Beijing in June, and that the transport paths for this type of pollution were mainly southerly.

Due to BB activities, the AOD from the Giovanni map showed that the monthly average value for 550 nm wavelength in northern China had its maximum of 0.7 in June 2007 (Li et al., 2010b). Yu et al. (2013b) characterized the aerosol optical properties during different pollution episodes in Beijing and found both total AOD and single scattering albedo (SSA) increased during BB days, from 0.14 to 0.085 for AOD and SSA on clean days to corresponding 0.64 and 0.922 on BB days.

Impacts on specific species of air pollutants from BB have been reported in North China. Based on radiocarbon (14C) measurements at a regional background site in Bohai Rim in June 2013, Zong et al. (2015) found that 74% of water-insoluble OC and 59% of EC in PM2.5 were derived from BB and biogenic sources when the air masses were from the south region, and 63% and 48% for the air masses from the north, respectively. In Beijing, high PM2.5 levoglucosan concentrations (0.23 ± 0.37 μg/m³ in summer and 0.59 ± 0.42 μg/m³ in winter) were reported by Cheng et al. (2013) and their PMF model analysis showed that about 50% of the OC and EC in PM2.5 in Beijing were associated with BB
processes. They also suggested that combustion of crop residuals was the major source of BB aerosol in Beijing (Cheng et al., 2013). Recently, the VOCs measurements were carried out at a rural site in North China during summer of 2013, and the results indicated that extensive transport of BB emissions from Shandong and Hebei provinces had an important effect on the local VOCs pollution levels, and that during the BB period VOCs had higher ozone formation potential values, especially the aromatics and alkynes (Zhu et al., 2016b).

Transported BB emissions not only increased the atmospheric loading but also changed the chemical and physical properties of aerosol particles in the downwind areas. During June 2013 at a suburban site in the North China, Sun et al. (2016b) found that the contribution of BB OA (organic aerosol) to PM$_{10}$ OA was significantly elevated from 11% to 21% during the period influenced by agricultural burning, and about 60% enhancement of absorption coefficient at ultraviolet spectral region for submicron aerosols was caused by BB emissions. Using transmission electron microscopy for individual-particle analysis, Li and Shao (2010) found that copious organic matter, soot particles, and gases emitted by agricultural BB enhanced the formation of secondary particles and coagulation of pre-existing inorganic particles during a haze period in urban Beijing in June 2007.

b. East China. East China is a major agricultural zone with a dense population and suffers from severe air pollution during June, the agricultural harvest season. MODIS remote sensing fire map revealed that about 80% agricultural fires occurred in the agriculture areas of Anhui, Jiangsu, Shandong, and Henan provinces (Li et al., 2010a; Huang et al., 2012a, b; Ding et al., 2013a, b), and that these fires had significant contributions to worsening the regional air quality of East China during the harvest season. Integrating field investigations, satellite observations and model calculations, Cheng et al. (2014b) and Li et al. (2014a) analyzed the causes of pollution episodes that took place in the harvest season (May–June), and quantified the contributions of BB to particulate pollution. In both of the studies, the pollution episodes were divided into three phases: pre-pollution, pollution, and post-pollution periods. The sharp increases in PM, fine particulate OC, EC and K$^+$ observed during pollution periods are summarized in Table 3, confirming the notable contribution of BB to elevated PM concentrations. The contributions of BB to PM$_{2.5}$, OC, and EC during pollution periods were estimated to be 23–51%, 48–86%, and 38–78%, respectively (Cheng et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2014a). Cheng et al. (2014b) suggested that, in absence of open BB, the average PM$_{2.5}$ concentration would be reduced by 51% for the Yangtze River Delta region, and the exposure level would decrease by 47% during the post-harvest season.

Changes in the optical and physical properties of aerosols in Shanghai due to the transport of biomass-burning plumes in May 2009 were reported by He et al. (2015). They found that the BB plume led to a 37% increase in the average AOD at 500 nm (from 0.73 to 1.00), to a remarkable decrease in SSA at 670 nm, and to a significant increase of the volume concentration of fine-mode aerosols (He et al., 2015). Wang et al. (2009b) investigated a haze event in June 2007 in urban Nanjing and found concentrations of levoglucosan, high molecular weight (HMW) n-alkanes, and HMW fatty acids in aerosols elevated by 3–40 times on hazy days, mainly due to the emissions from field burning of wheat straw. The work of Liu et al. (2013) indicated that BB was one of the major contributors to water-insoluble OC in PM$_{2.5}$ in Ningbo, whereas the work of Fu et al. (2014) highlighted that BB could be an important source of soluble iron in PM$_{2.5}$ in Shanghai in summer.

c. South China. Combining the back trajectory analysis, fire count maps and field observations, Zhang et al. (2010a) found that regional open BB in the Indo-Myanmar region of Asia was probably one of the major potential sources of carbonaceous aerosols in South China region. In summer 2006, the intensive measurements conducted by Zhang et al. (2010c) in Guangzhou revealed that the relative contributions of smoke particles to OC in PM$_{10}$ were on average 7.0 and 14% at daytime and nighttime, respectively, with maxima of 9.7 and 32% during the episodic transport events, indicating the significant impact from the biomass and biofuel burning activities in the rural parts of the Pearl River Delta and neighboring regions. Moreover, Zhang et al. (2014c) found that during the periods with

![Fig. 7. Locations of some mentioned provinces and cities in China.](image-url)
enhanced open biomass-burning activities in Southeast Asia or Southeast China, the EC and OC in PM$_{2.5}$ contributed by non-fossil combustion have increased by 5–10% in Hainan Island, the southernmost part of China.

The impact of BB on PM$_{2.5}$ in Guangzhou has been estimated during BB seasons by using acetonitrile and levoglucosan as tracers (Wang et al., 2007a). According to Wang et al. (2007a), the frequencies of PM$_{2.5}$ pollution episodes significantly influenced by BB were 100% for Xinken (a suburban site in Guangzhou) and 58% for downtown Guangzhou in October 2004; and during that period BB contributed 3.0–16.8% and 4.0–19.0% of PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations in Xinken and Guangzhou downtown, respectively. The study showed that the impact of BB on PM$_{2.5}$ was ubiquitous in both suburban and urban Guangzhou.

The earliest works reporting impacts of Southeast Asia BB to atmospheric components in South China started appearing from 1990s and were based on ozonesonde measurements: Chan et al. (1998) and then by Chan et al. (2000 and 2003). These studies found that the forest fires in South Asia caused a substantial enhancement of O$_3$ at altitude around 3-km in spring, especially in March. The NASA Global Troposphere Experiment, Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Pacific (TRACE-P), organized aircraft measurement campaign and successfully captured the BB plumes over Hong Kong and the South China Sea (Jacob and Fehsenfeld, 2007). The use of biomass energy is getting popular in the current century (Field et al., 2008). According to the annual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Shanghai$^a$</th>
<th>Suzhou (Jiangsu)$^b$</th>
<th>Hangzhou (Zhejiang)$^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-pollution</td>
<td>µg/m$^3$</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>µg/m$^3$</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-pollution</td>
<td>µg/m$^3$</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>26.d/35.f</td>
<td>48.d/69.f</td>
<td>44.d/68.f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ According to Cheng et al. (2014a, 2014b).
$^b$ According to Li et al. (2014a).
$^c$ Not available.
$^d$ Calculated by CBM (Chemical Mass Balance) model.
$^e$ Calculated by PMF (Positive Matrix Factorization) model.
$^f$ Calculated by WRF/CMAQ (Weather Research and Forecasting/Community Multiscale Air Quality) model.

BB had a significant influence on ambient VOCs in Chengdu–Chongqing Region, as concluded by Li et al. (2014b). They intensively measured VOCs at Ziyang (a suburban site of Chengdu-Chongqing Region) and found that BB contributed 9.4–36.8% to the mixing ratios of selected VOC species, and that it contributed most (above 30% each) to aromatic, formaldehyde, and acetaldehyde (Li et al., 2014b). Yang et al. (2012) examined the variability of fungal abundance in PM$_{2.5}$ during a BB season (spring 2009) in Chengdu. They found that in the case of influence by pollution plumes from BB regions, the concentrations of fungal tracers (arabitol and mannitol) reached very high values, and statistically significant correlations were found between fungal and BB tracers, suggesting that elevated fungal material in PM$_{2.5}$ was mainly associated with BB activities (Yang et al., 2012).

6.3. Health impacts

As a renewable energy source, biomass materials include wood, animal waste, crops, and seaweed. From the very early stage of the civilization, people have been using biomass energy for surviving. Biomass-based energy was the most popular energy before the industrial revolution (Fernandes et al., 2007). The use of biomass energy is getting popular in the current century (Field et al., 2008). According to the annual
global energy consumption Gtoe, 2010, the total biomass energy usage all over the world accounts for approximately 8–14% (fossil fuels 10.45, oil 4.03, coal 3.56, natural gas 2.86, renewables 0.94, hydro 0.78, wind, commercial biomass 0.16, estimated biomass 1–2) (Berndes et al., 2003; Parikka, 2004; Hoogwijk et al., 2005; Agarwal, 2007; Bioenergy, 2007; Demirbas, 2007; Wit and Faaij, 2009; Williams et al., 2012). Ethanol and biodiesel fuel are used as alternative forms of energy. During the conversion process, biomass emits carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, voltage organic compounds, nitrogen oxides, and other pollutants including particles (Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Baxter, 2005; Zhang et al., 2007). The open burning of biomass emits PAHs, which is a group of more than 100 different chemicals (Jenkins and Baxter, 2005; Zhang et al., 2007). PAHs are usually formed during the incomplete burning of the biomass and contribute to production of particulate matter. The common source of PAHs is cigarette smoke, asphalt road, coal exhaust, vehicle engine exhaust, wood burning for cooking, agricultural burning, hazardous waste management, and bushfire (Mumtaz and George, 1995; Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 1997). The air contains a significant amount of suspended particles, liquids as well as solids, organic and inorganic substances, viruses, and bacteria (Seaton et al., 1995; Seinfeld et al., 2008; Tena and Claria, 2012). PAHs can be in the form of volatile, semi-volatile and particulate phase (Allen et al., 1996; Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 1997; Thrane and Mikalsen, 1981). The PAHs mainly attached to the dust particle in air and thus particle-bound PAHs are treated as threats to human health (WHO, 2010). The PAHs have a significant impact on health, especially on the respiratory system and cancer incidence (Leiter et al., 1942; Kim et al., 2013). During inhalation, the particle attached-PAHs can enter into the human respiratory system.

Fig. 8(a) shows a schematic of the human lung upper and lower respiratory system. Throughout the inhalation and exhalation process, depending on the particle size, shape, and flow rate, particles deposit in the different regions of the respiratory track (Islam et al., 2015).

Depending on the inhaled particle size distribution, the smaller particle can reach the alveolar region of the respiratory system. The fine particles penetrate into the alveolar region and might be absorbed into the bloodstream of the human body. The fine particles enter the alveolar sacs and cross the alveolar epithelial wall (Fig. 8b). After that particles enter into the interstitial space and penetrate into the blood stream of the lung capillary. Generally, after deposition, particles are cleared from the lung wall by mucociliary clearance. The health effects will depend mainly on the extent of exposure (e.g., length of time), the concentration of toxics during exposure, the toxicity, the route of exposure (e.g., via inhalation, ingestion, or skin contact), pre-existing health conditions and age. The inhalation of particles would lead to various respiratory diseases like asthma and respiratory allergies, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD) chronic bronchitis, cystic fibrosis, lung cancer occurs. According to WHO, 235 million people are affected by asthma and more than 3 million people die each year from COPD, which is 6% of all deaths all over the world (http://www.who.int/respiratory/en/). WHO assessed that 8.2 million people died of cancer in 2012 and among them 1.59 million died of lung cancer which is the most common cause of cancer death (http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs297/en/). The rates of asthma, COPD, and lung cancer are increasing especially in developing countries in the past few decades, and air pollution is postulated to be the primary reason for these increments. Biomass is the only fuel for cooking or heating for > 2.4 billion households around the world, and more than 90% of the rural people in low- and middle-income countries) use solid biomass (wood, crop waste, charcoal, and coal) energy in their daily life (Smith et al., 2004). Incomplete burning of biomass produces highly toxic, and health-damaging pollutant particles. The emitted PAHs and particles penetrate into the alveolar region and enter the human bloodstream. Women, children and elders have particularly high exposure to the household biomass pollutant emission. According to WHO, 4.3 million people died prematurely from illnesses related to household air pollution in 2012, and 22% of them are suffering from COPD, and 6% from lung cancer (http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs292/en/). Women are highly affected by COPD compared to men because of higher inhalation of household smoke and more vulnerable airway. Men, who are more frequently addicted by tobacco, have a strong possibility of COPD and lung cancer. Pneumonia is a life-threatening disease for children less than 5 years old.
In 2012, among 4.3 million premature deaths due to air pollution around the world, 12% are attributable to children pneumonia. A meta-analysis of 24 studies found that the exposure to PAHs emitted from biomass s increase the risk of pneumonia by 2-fold (Cieciewicz and Jaspers, 2008). The exposure to pollutants from household biomass burning also causes stroke (34% of deaths in 2012) and ischemic heart disease (26% of deaths in 2012) (http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs292/en/). Besides, ultrafine particles from biomass burning may impair the respiratory tract, damage the immune system and influence the blood supply. There is other evidence showing a link between indoor air pollution and low birth weight, tuberculosis, and laryngeal cancer (http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs292/en/) (Bruce et al., 2000). There is evidence that the lung function growth of the children in the high-polluted area is significantly lower than those who live in the less-polluted (Eisner et al., 2010). The findings also suggest that the movement from the high-polluted area to the less-polluted area could improve the lung growth of the children. The highly toxic particle-bounded PAHs produce in the area could improve the lung growth of the children. The highly toxic particle-bounded PAHs produce in the area could improve the lung growth of the children. The highly toxic particle-bounded PAHs produce in the area could improve the lung growth of the children. The highly toxic particle-bounded PAHs produce in the area could improve the lung growth of the children.

The BB also produces BC, a dark and light-absorbing component of atmospheric aerosols containing EC. BC is usually produced during the combustion reaction when burning biomass. The size of BC ranges from 20 to 150 nm. BC is also a subcategory of PM$_{2.5}$. Indoor sources, such as cooking and environmental tobacco smoke, also contribute to the significant amount of BC, which may lead to peaks in exposure (Lanki et al., 2007; Raaschou-Nielsen et al., 2011). In general, BC can reach at the very deep portion of respiratory tract due to its small size. Small-sized BC can penetrate at the alveoli sacs and finally enter into the blood stream. It is well acknowledged that there is no threshold below which particle exposure has no hazardous effects. There is a conceptual disagreement about the toxicity of BC, which can serve as a transporter for different toxic substances, like PAH and heavy metals. As one of the main toxic components of PM$_{2.5}$, BC appear causally associated with all-cause, cardiovascular, and lung cancer mortality, and perhaps with adverse birth outcomes and central nervous system effects (Grahame et al., 2014). Multiple short-term and long-term epidemiological studies have suggested that BC was a valuable additional air quality indicator to evaluate the cardiopulmonary morbidity and mortality in association with air quality dominated by primary combustion particles (Ostro et al., 2010; Janssen et al., 2011; Levy et al., 2012).

6.4. Climate and weather impact

BB has long been considered as an important source influencing global and regional climate change. Fires of plants and agricultural straw influence chemical composition in the atmosphere hence play important role in climate change and water cycle by influencing surface energy fluxes and radiative forcing (Robock, 1991; Penner et al., 1992; Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Bond and Keeley, 2005; Randerson et al., 2006).

From a global perspective, BB play an important role in global warming because 1/5 of the emission of CO$_2$ and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) can be traced back to BB, including wildfires, slash-and-burn agriculture and the burning of wood waste (Langenfelds et al., 2002; Jacobson, 2014). Unlike the long-lived and well-mixed GHGs, carbonaceous aerosols (BC and BrC) emitted directly or formed as secondary products during BB are distributed much less uniformly, posing impacts on climate mostly on a regional scale and in a much more complex way. IPCC (2013) in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) gave an estimation of the radiative forcing due to BC particles as $0.0 - 0.2$ to $+0.2$ W/m$^2$ at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). However, a near-zero global forcing at TOA, BB-induced climate forcing differ vertically. Smoke plumes consisting of light-absorbing components generally absorb solar radiation and thus heat the middle and lower atmosphere, but decrease net radiation at the surface (Hobbs et al., 1997; Randerson et al., 2006; Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008). In addition to this, through perturbations on solar radiation and acting as the CCN, smoke particles cool the surface, stabilize the atmosphere, reduce the evaporation, and change the dynamic and microphysical evolution of cloud, plausibly induce feedbacks on cloudiness, precipitation, the hydrological cycle and even large scale circulations (Hansen et al., 1997; Ackerman et al., 2000; Ramanathan et al., 2001; Andreae et al., 2004; Koren et al., 2004; Sakaeda et al., 2011; Tosca et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014a, 2014b).

In China and other Asian monsoon regions, the impact of BB on regional climate and weather has been mainly studied with a focus on springtime forest burning in the South Asia and agricultural burning in East China in early summer. With an important contribution from BB, the carbonaceous aerosol layer in Southeast Asia, also known as Atmospheric Brown Clouds (ABC), has been found to be partly responsible for surface cooling, reduced evaporation, a latitudinal asymmetry in sea surface temperature, a delaying of the start of the Asian monsoon and regional drought (Ramanathan et al., 2005). Based on GEOS-5/AGCM model, Lee et al. (2014a, 2014b) investigated the impact of BB emission in Southeast Asia on precipitation in South China in the pre-monsoon period (February–May). They found that BB aerosols could stabilize the atmosphere by reducing surface latent heat fluxes and cooling land surface temperature, but at the same time could increase cloud droplet number concentrations and decrease droplet effective radii. However, the indirect effect of absorption aerosols was less important when the plumes experienced a short transport time. Based on ground based measurements in Guangzhou, South China, Nowak et al. (2010) also found that aerosol particles from open burning of agricultural waste were generally less CCN active, especially for the freshly emitted smoke with more organic aerosols.

The impact of BB to regional air quality or climate in the Central east China is more complicated because of an overlap of straw burning area with fossil fuel combustion sources (Huang et al., 2012b, c; Ding et al., 2013a; Huang et al., 2016). Based on MODIS data and WRF-Chem simulations, Guo et al. (2014) reported a case of mixed BB and anthropogenic pollution on the convective precipitation on 4 July 2008, and found that precipitation amount was increased by up to 17% and the maximum rainfall rate was enhanced during the whole cloud lifetime under the influence of air pollution. However, based on the measurements at the "flagship" type station SORPES in YRD region and modeling simulations, Ding et al. (2013a) reported a unique episode with two-fold influence from mixed BB and anthropogenic sources. During the daytime, a local convective precipitation was “burned off” by BB aerosols due to its direct effect in reducing the surface flux and changing the boundary layer dynamics (see the conceptual model given in Fig. 9); while at nighttime the downwind rainfall was enhanced because of its indirect effect on change in microphysics of cloud and change of circulation due to dynamic forcing (Ding et al., 2013a; Huang et al., 2016). These results are also consistent with that reported in a study for Amazon by Vendrusco et al. (2009).

The impact of BB to climate and weather will further cause feedback to air pollution dispersion and atmospheric chemistry. As an important source of absorption aerosols, like BC and BrC, BB plume could cause significant impact to the boundary layer dynamics through the "Dome effect" (Ding et al., 2016a), and further enhance the air pollution in megacities and in the downwind region of the BB emissions. The mixture of BB pollutants with anthropogenic sources could also enhance heterogeneous reactions and contribute to the formation of reactive trace gases, like HONO, and secondary aerosols, such as sulfate, especially after an enhancement of relative humidity trough aerosol-PBL-weather interactions (Xie et al., 2015; Nie et al., 2015). The complex physical and chemical interactions/feedbacks create great challenges
in understanding the climate system (Menon et al., 2002) and also for weather forecasting in East Asia (Fan et al., 2015; Ding et al., 2013a).

7. Research priorities and insights

This review focuses on literature findings concerning BB emissions, the impacts on air quality, health and climate in China, including the relationship to atmospheric dynamics and chemical processes. The following are the conclusions and recommendations from the review:

7.1. Field campaigns

BB was the main focus of many campaigns which have been conducted in China, such as CAREBeijing in 2013 and 2014. The research region covered 65,000 km² (Yao et al., 2016a). The new findings encompassed topics of atmospheric PAHs: spatial distribution, OH reactivity, and air pollutants distribution in the North China Plain (Zhu et al., 2016c; Fuchs et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2016a).

The crop residue is so far the most bulk biomass open-burned in China. As BB plume disperses according to the meteorological factors and weather condition, it is strongly suggested that BB campaigns should be comprehensively designed to be conducted in harvest seasons and in winter across large regions, with the application of available technologies to quantify the emission factors, aging, transport, and chemical processes. It is necessary to carry out BB campaigns in different regions since emissions of OC/EC, PAHs and particle size distribution and composition from different types of crop are quite different between South and North China with (Zhang et al., 2011a; Li et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016c).

7.2. Aging

Primary emissions from BB contribute to varying atmospheric concentrations of inorganic inclusions such as KCl, sulfate and nitrite, which has been demonstrated in dark chamber simulations (Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016a, b; Popovicheva et al., 2016). The organic coatings observed on sulfur-rich and potassium-rich particles indicated the formation of SOA from the oxidation of precursor VOCs during the aging of smoke released from BB (Yao et al., 2016b). Water-soluble organics in atmospheric aerosols are particularly important as they are main parts of aqSOA (Kawamura and Bikkina, 2016).

We recommend that optical properties of smoke particles and their components during aging are investigated (Chen et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2016), as well as morphology, mixing state with urban pollutants and toxicological organics. Such data are essential for modeling of BB on health and climate effects.

7.3. Health and climate

The BB smoke particles serve as a major source of BC and BrC, which have adverse health and climate effects. Indoor smoke particles emitted for cooking and heating are of particular significance in China. Therefore, it would be interesting and urgent to compare the biological effect of indoor fresh and aged smoke particles that carry various carcinogenic substances, as ambient fine BB particles are found to contain an amount of PAHs and also their nitrated, hydroxylated, and oxygenated derivatives (Lin et al., 2015b). Given that a significant fraction of the Earth's BB originating in China, studies probing the climate effects of BC and BrC should be given high priority by the international research community.
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